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Tuesday-Fridav
County Attorney—Stuart C. Bur1 gess of Rockland.
I County Commissioners — Alfred
C. Hocking, A. Everett Libby.
Representatives To Legislature
Cleveland L. Sleeper, Jr. and
{ Ralph P. Conant,
Rockland
i Charles F. Dwinal. Camden; Ar
thur Emerson, North Haven, Wil
liam T. Smith, Thomaston and Mil1 ton C. Stephenson, Union.
Not everybody with a dollar
2 to spare can shoot a gun
j'4 straight—but everybody Can
shoot straight to the bank and
buy War Bonds. Buy y0Ur
10% every pay day.

In Britain today, every fit man
I between 18*'j and 41 has already I
been drafted into the forces, unless I
irreplaceable in an essential job.

ISSUED
TUESDAY
AND

FRIDAY

Established January, 1846.

^nt£Te<1 <• Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courler-Oazette. 465 Main St.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

THE CIVILIAN DEFENSE EDITION
An historic document which will hold peculiarly lively value
years a ter the passing of the present emergent, will be next
I'uesday s special edition of The Courier-Gazette. This remark
able issue wiU carry some ten pages solidly devoted to the Civilian
Defense organization as it exists today in Knox County.

Profusely illustrated, the paper will carry in pictures and de
tailed stories the Civilian Defense activities in every town in Knox
( cunty with special stories on the various branches and types of
the work with pictures of the top leaders and- field workers. There
will also be special messages from Gov. SewaU and C. D. Director
Farnham.
Unprecedented demand is assured for this issue and it is
suggested that those wishing extra copies notify their dealer or
this office.

from the land of the maple to tht
people of the United States. Our
two nations stand together, and,
our allies, we represent democ
Honored By District Gov with
racy, which will win this war.”
ernor’s Presence, Meeting This was greeted with applause.
He then went on to expound the
Was Held a Day Early
aims and objects of Rotary, strong
ly emphasizing fellowship and
Yesterday’s Rotary meeting was friendship, programs, practicing
a special occasion. Arthur Lagueux j principles of Rotary in vocations.
of Quebec, Governor of the 193d ‘He said, “Do not be pessimistic
District, was present and gave an about Rotary. The ideals of serv
inspiring address on the principles ice will go on.”
of Rotary. Lorenzo Masson, Secre
After the luncheon the District
tary of the Quebec Club, ac Governor met committees in an
companied him.
assembly and discussed affairs of
With the stars and stripes and the Club in a helpful way.
the Canadian flag in the back
The following visiting Rotariany
ground, the meeting had a distinct were present: Harold C. Haskell
ly international flavor. Songs ap Wilmington, Del.; Willard Sprague
propriate to the occasion were sung, Cambridge, Mass.; Frank E. Po
Miss Ruth Seabury substituting as land, Boston; Otto J. Swensson
pianist for Albert Havener. Flowers Troy, N. Y.; Charles A. Holden
from the garden of Henry A. How Hanover. N. H.; William Cullen
ard, a Lion, graced the head table. Lewiston; Arthur Winslow, Water
Mr. Lageux opened with these ville; A. C. Brown, Vero Beach
words:
Fla. Guests were Arthur K. Orne
"I bring a greeting of the heart a former member now of Wilming
ton. Del., and Bernard C. Gerwe of
Boston.

The Rotary Club
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Girl’s Brave Deed

Martinsville Grange Hall

Marie Nizan, 14-year-old French
refugee, jumped from the deck of
the Mcnhegan Lsland mail boat
into Port Clyde harbor Tuesday
and rescued 6-year-old Anne Dunn
who had fallen off a wharf.
Marie is the daughter of Mrs
Henriette Nizan of New York, who
broadcasts to the women of France
for the Office of War Information
The girl’s father was killed at
Dunkirk.

TONIGHT. FRI.. AUG. 28

DOUG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c, tax included
8.30 to 12.00 x

DANCE
Every Saturday Night
LAKEHURST

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

8.30 to 12.00

DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
Music by
BUD CLARK AND HIS BAND
60Ftf
r,7c!
Ms-

Versatile

ANNUAL

Visitors in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 603
West:—adv.

Washington, D. C.
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
15th street, North
58* tf

CONCERT

Benefit Rockport Children’s Christmas Welfare

Wednesday Evening, Sept. 2—8.15 o’clock

CAPTAIN EELLS’ BOAT BARN
THE ARTISTS
ELISABETH SCHUMANN, Soprano LEA LUBOSHUTZ, Violin
EDITH BRAUN, Piano THE CURTIS STRING QUARTET
VLADIMIR SOKOLOFF and LEO ROSENEK, Accompanists
Tickets: $1.65, $1.10, 55c, tax included
On Sale at
The Village Shop, Camden; Champney’s Studio, Rockport
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SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY
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GARSON

PIDGEON

Directed by William WyKr • PraWcri by $*•» FraaMiR
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MRS. MINIVER
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with

Teresa Wright • Dame May Whitty
Reginald Owen • Henry Travers
Richard Ney • Henry Wilcoxou
A William Wyler Productioa
Based on Jan Struther'a Nov*'

smt.|

Screen Play by
ArthurWimper. George Froeechel,
T____ and riAtldine W

Pre-release Engagement

TIME OF SHOWS
Sunday, Three Shows Only
Matinee 3; Evening 6, 8.30

Plus
NEW’S and DONALD DUCK

PRICES
Sunday All Day, Ail Seats 40c
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
Children 11c
Matinee 2.00
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
Regular Prices
Evenings 6.00, 8.30 o’clock

YOU CAN NOW BUY
YOITI WAR BONDS
AND STAMPS HERE

X

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Friday, August 28, 1942

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Ed tor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consol dated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

[EDITORIAL]
The daily newspapers are busy these
days cogitating upon the m ssion which will
take Wendell Willkie to the Far East, and
if he should undertake half of the things
which are being ascribed as his purpose the
war might be over before he returned home. Because he is
acting in full accord with the Administration’s war aims it
can scarcely be termed as a political mission, yet if the useful
ness stands the acid test he may well be regarded as the Re
publican party’s best bet, as he was in 1940 when he polled
more than 22,000,000 votes and carried States which had been
in the Democratic column during two administrations. With
his keenness of perception and his fearlessness of action Wen
dell Willkie may be relied upon to go to the very rcot of
things on his projected journey, and if h« ascertains the great
est need of the United Nations, and the best manner of ful
filling them, the countries which are fighting Germany, Japan
and Italy, will have profited beyond measure. We can imagine
no better investigation agent than Wendell Willkie, and if it
should be a contributing factor to his rencmination we believe
the country will know what to do about it.

WENDELL
WILLKIE
MISSION

As the war progresses, and fifth column
suspicion increases, rumor runs riot
throughout the land, and many persons
stand ready to form judgment and pass
sentence when no trial has been given and
the accused has had no opportunity to clear his name. All
this is contrary of course to our democratic form of govern
ment which offers fair trial to those accused of heinous
crimes, and is, of course, the outgrowth of hysteria which
thrives and flourishes in war time.
Such stories are current again in this war, assuming
alarming dimensions with each repetition. If they have
proper foundation there are keen officials whose duty it is to
Investigate. If they find guilt it should be punished; if they
find innocence full credit should be given the accused. Such
matters are too vital to leave to the unbridled and incon
siderate tongue of gossip. There should be action; official
action.

WHEN
TONGUES
WAG

After the exposure of propaganda rampant in the first World War the public
might well be skeptical of some of the
CRUEL
stcries told in this one, but there seems to
be no way of discounting the tales related
by our returned Ambassador to Japan, Joseph Clark Grew,
who arrived this week cn the Swedish diplomatic exchange
liner Gripsholm—tales of cruelty almost unbelievable, even
when they concern the evil country that Japan has proved to
be. Grew’s fellow passengers fully endorsed his version for
many cf them Tiad Been victims of Japanese*Imprisonment
and maltreatment, including rubber hose beatings, water
cures, electric cures, starvation and even threats of execu
tion. The picture is a dark one. So was Pearl Harbor.
THE JAPS
ARE

The thriftiness of Main street merchants in carefully sweeping the sidewalk
in front of their place of business each
morning, has much to commend it, but it
presents a new problem for the highway de
partment whose street cleaning crew has gone over the same
territory several hours’ before the store opens. The only an
swer seems to be another method of caring for the sidewalk
refuse than sweeping it into the street.

SWEEPING
THE
SIDEWALKS

The launching of the new 46.000 ton
battleship IoWa, Wednesday, was made the
occasion of much hurrahing. She went
overboard seven months ahead of schedule,
and will be rushed to speedy completion.
With the recent announcement that no further battleships
will be built it will be interesting to note how well this mighty
monarch stands the test. May she lead our fine Navy to a
glorious victory.
SHE’S A
MIGHTY
WARSHIP

It is no easier to estimate true effects
of the German advance through the CauIN
casus than it has been to weigh any other
RUSSIA
development in this enormous and terrible
struggle; but the crudest factual exami
nation will leave little dcubt of its severity. If the Nazis take
Stalingrad they will cut the great Volga artery, the main
route over which Baku cil has flowed north to feed the trac
tors and tanks of Russia proper, and munitions have flowed
south to sustain the armes battling in the Caucasus. But
one secondary rail line, going north from Astrakhan, would
remain as a north-south connection, and that would prob
ably not long survive. With Stalingrad, another great center
of industrial production would follow in the wake of Rostov,
Kharkov, Dnepropetrovsk and the many lesser industrial
towns that have been lost.
The Germans have already seized about three-quarters of
Russia’s pre-war coal supply, two-thirds of the iron and nearly
half the manganese, while most of the remaining manganese
production was in Trans-Caucasia, which would be cut off
along with the Baku oil.
These represent heavy losses. To counterbalance them
there is the new industrial area in the Urals, while in the
Urals and in Siberia there are known to be supplies cf all
these materials, which have been under intensive development
in recent years. By all these strokes Hitler may well have
imposed a limit on the length of time Russia can continue td
hoKl out. Therein lies the seriousness of the position. But if
the margin of time is growing thin, there is still a margin.
One may be certain that every factor has been carefully calcu
lated to insure if possible that Russia will survive until that
moment—which now seems certain to come by Spring at the
latest—when the West can strike with real effect.—Herald
Tribune.

To Induction Center
Thirty-five

Knox

county

The Coast Guard

men

left Thursday for the induction Recruiting Officer To Be In
center in Portland. The list:
Rockland Today and
Maurice Kendall Teele, Vinal
haven.
Saturday
Ormond Augustus Fogg, Camden.
Marc Alexis Leblanc, Owl’s Head.
A recruiting officer of the United
Clifford Everett Richards, Rock States Coast Guard will be sta
port.
Ernest Nathan Hunt, Thomas tioned at the office of the Captain
of the Port. 21 Limerock street
ton.
Theodore Prescott Mitchell. Union. fom 8 a. m until 5 p. m. today and
Franklin Leroy Smith, Thomas Saturday of this week.
Applicants will receive their final
ton.
physical examinations at Rockland
Lauri Kalle Maklin, Union.
all forms for enlistment can
Oscar Wayne Chapman, Camden and
be completed at the same time.
Parker Theodore Bray, Rock Certain
weight and height require
land.
ments
may
now be waivered and
Frank Addison Worthley, Rock men who have
been previously reland.
...
T
.
ii
, Jected due to either of these conAlton LamontHopkins.
Vinal- , ditlcns may now apply for enllst.
n' , _ _
_
„ ,! ment. Partial color blindness may
Beverly C. Geyer, <.outh Cush- . ajso
waivered for those men who
ln®'
will serve in the engineering forces
Joel Murray Miller, Jr., Thomas I or any service below decks, New’
ton.
' regulations regarding teeth and
Harlan Sylvester Spear, Warren. i false teeth will now allow acClarence Edward Davis. Union.
ceptance of men who have been
Kay Allen Rosen, Vinalhaven. 'rejected in the past,
Irving Oliver Crockett, South i Men who are not in class 1-A
Thomaston.
! under the Selective Service System
Ola Anderson, Rockland,
! may apply for service with the
George Hosmer Heal. Camden. ! Beach Patrol which is now being
John Joseph O’Sullivan, Jr., formed. All pay and allowances for
Rockland.
. this duty are the same as the reguHerbert Stanley Montgomery, lar service and men are enlisted
Owl’s Head.
for this duty under the Temporary
Maynard Lindley Knight, Cam- Reserve rather than the Regular
den.
Reserve. Enlistment in the Beach
Kenneth Putnam Rankin, Cam- Patrol does not exempt a man
den.
from the draft in any way. This
Joseph Benson Knight, Camden, force will be used for shore patrols
John Maynard Erickson, Rock- and each man is required-to patrol
eight miles per day. Further in
port.
Clifford Myron Wiley, Tenant’s formation on this service, for which
older men are desired, may be ob
Harbor.
tained from the recruiting officer.
Ralph Warren Hall. Camden.
There is a demand for men with
Glenwood Ansel Gallop, Wash
a knowledge of the sea and marine
ington.
Sherwood E. Williams, Rock gasoline, diesel and steam engines.
Cooks of all kinds, male stenog
land.
Arthur Hoit Wellington, Cam raphers and typists are also needed.
There are excellent opportunities
den.
Linwood Lee Hooper,
Tenant's
for
the young man toa enlist as an
r
A
Apprentice
Seaman and later ap
Harbcr.
Stanley Abbott Ripley, Rockland. 'W
onfe ^„tQhre. tradAeHvsfJ^
Lerov Verne SDinnev Warren 1
Coast Guard. Advancement
LT Sin Zt 'may be as rapid as the abilities of
Cleophas Joseph Godin, Rock- th/man perm^t Men between the
land
ages of 17 and 55 are eligible for
Albert Donald Mathieson, Cam 1 enlistment.
den.
_
w j
D w
The Coast Guard may no longer
Lean Richards White, Rockland, request deferrment from the draft
enlisted for the officers training boards to allow a man to complete
course.
bis enlistment. Due to this con
dition. all men who are eligible for
the draft are advised to apply for
Down The Ways
enlistment early, while they still
have time to complete their en
listment
before they will receive
Morse Yard At Thomaston their induction
papers.
t mn

Puts Out the Third
John G. Murley

★ ★ ★

MAKE
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Name Rockport Boy

The fishing dragger “John G.
Murley” was launched from the
Morse Boatbuilding Oo. yard in
Thomaston, Wednesday at 11.45. It
is 95 feet long, 20 feet wide, with a
10 feet draft, and was built for
Capt. John G. Murley of Fairhaven,
Mass., and Capt. Williatn Meade of
New York City.
It was christened by Miss Helen
Murley, daughter of Mr. Murley
and a teacher at Gorham Normal
Schobl. This is the third dragger
to bear the name John G. Murley,
the other two having been requsitioned by the government.
The boat will leave immediately
for its home port, New Bedford,
Mass.
A large crowd attended, those
from out of town being Capt. Mur
ley and his daughter, the sponsor,
and Capt. and Mrs. William Meade
of New York City.
Several fishing draggers have been
built at the Morse Boat Yards and
nearly all that have been built there
during the past three or four years
have been taken over by the gov
ernment. The Ben and Josephine,
built there in 1940 and -owned by
Benjamin Curcuru of Gloucester.
Mass., was sunk.

SITUATION

Cnnmnn

Huse N. Tibbetts To Be the
Physical Educator At
Deering High
Huse N. Tibbetts of Houlton, for
merly of Rockport, has been elected
physical educator at Deering High
School, one of the most important
assignments in the State. Speaking
of the Knox County boy, the Press
Herald said:
“Tibbetts is »the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts of Rockland,
and a graduate of Rockport High.
He graduated later from the Uni
versity of Illinois in 1929, and went
from there to Houlton. He taught
history for six years and then be
came the physical education head
and coach. He gained a master’s
degree at Springfield College in
1940. when he took a year for study
at the time.
“Tibbetts has proved an ideal
leader in sports as well as knowing
the physical education needs. His
basketball teams have been excel
lent in Aroostook. One of them
swept through a University of Maine
tournament to become eastern
champion, though beaten in the
finals.
"Tibbetts is married, has two chil
dren, and is a member of the Houl
ton Lodge of Masons.”
The Ionian Islands are a group
of Greek islands in the Ionian Sea
between Italy and Greece. Iona
is an is-let of the Inner Hebrides
where Columbus landed in A. D.
563.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wondersl

A GENEROUS REWARD
A generous reward is offered to the person returning my
Hound dog “Bobby” or to any person giving information as to
his present whereabouts.
“Bobby” is a valuable white and black hound with brown
ears. Is gentle; 5 years old, with split right ear.

EDWIN R. EDWARDS
TELEPHONES. ROCKLAND 214 or 219-13

The Black Cat
c

•

(By The Roving Reporter)

Sadie drifted into the editorial
room with a far away look in her
eyes. "What’s worrying me.” she
said, “is how we are going to dim
.out the pumpkin devil Halloween.”
Which do you call it, rashun or
rayshun? Leon Henderson, head
rationer in the United States says
it’s rashun. And of course we
must accept his edict in that, a6
well as other matters.
About 72.000 acres of deer for
est lands in Seotand have been
taken over by the British Minis
try of Agriculture for sheep pas
turage, says the Department of
Commerce. But the Department
fails to explain what becomes of
the deer.

Temporary Guards at the Maine State Prison for
SB

replacement of men drafted, or about to be.

Must

be an American citizen, and resident of Maine for

TO HELP BUILD—BUY—
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

82-It

All For Safety
Cement Plant Holds Field
Day With Speeches,
Sports and Stunts

OWL’S HEAD

Bring Chowder and Coffee
Dishes
81-82

Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the public

lay Still Enjoy
E FAMOUS
TT UNIQUE
1ENT PLAN!

and in good physical health.

18 SCHOOL STREET.

2 P. M.

ROCKLAND^MK

MELONS

Admission $1.00.

aston, Maine.

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,

First Class Summer Beverages

NAUM & ADAMS

Trustee

82-83

ENT

:

AND ALL FRUITS

Augusta, Maine, or to the Maine State Prison, Thom

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

:

Sept. 2, from 10 A. M. to

READY TO EAT

Apply to the Personnel Director, State House,

'
I
,
'
!
j
i
;

i

the past year, and between the ages of 45 and 55.
on Wednesday,

gallons of gasoline was asked hew
he was able to obtain it. “Oh," he
replied nonchalantly, ‘"I'm a Sunday school scholar.”

A Rockland man has received a
j letter from his son telling of a rej quest made for a band of music.
"And send a band which has more
J sense than the last one which
played 'The Old Gray Mare’ when
Queen Wilhelmina arrived"

Many persons will be surprised
to learn that a dollar is going far
ther than ever before, it should
be explained, perhaps that it is
the dollar bill, which hereafter
will not be removed from circula
tion until it is absolutely unfit
for further use.

race (married ladies) Mrs. Mar
garet Clukey and Mrs. Dorothy
Thompson,
Girls’ egg race, Rose Conti and
Betty Sheffield; girls’ scrambled
egg race, Mary Richards and
Shirley Shields; second heat, Anna
Lind and Priscilla Starr; boys’ shoe
race, Walter Dyer and Cedric Long;
girls’ shoe race, Rita Stone and
Bernice Mitchell; second heat, Rita
Stone and Jessie Kelley; girls’
walking race, Loretta Black and
Helen Adams; boys’ walking race,
Edward McLellan; girls’ walking
race, Virginia Smith, Betty Bick
ford.
Boxed lunches, soda, coffee and
ice cream were served free of
charge. The softball game between
the Shepherd’s Giants and Thomp
son’s Sockless Wonders was won by
the latter.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sheffield won
the prize for the largest family.
The Blueberry pie eating contest
w’as won by: first contest, Edward
Brackett; second, Carrol Wheelock
and Marlon Roxwell; third, M. S.
Ackerman, Jr. and Alvah Osgood;
fourth, Priscilla Starr. Mrs. Jessie
M. Kelley, considered Champion
pie eater, was asked to participate
but refused.
Those on the field committee
were A. B. Huntley, chairman, J.
M. Pomeroy, J. G. Thompson, H.
Gillis, R. G. Reynolds, R. Hock. H.
Day, J. Long, H. McLean, E. Goss,
W. Levan, W. Seavey, W. Shields,
E. F. Lynch, C. J. Kelley, O. E.
Wishman, J. D. Shephard, A.
Ifemey, E. E Hastings, R. Carroll,
E. A. Lynch, D. Thompson, L.
Simpson, A.. Saunders and E.
Sanborn.

If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss ot these
tastes ls a loss of happiness—Charles
Darwin.

Rockland High School

AT NORCROSS POINT

Lucy 0. Farnsworth, the homestead aj No. 21

Rockland Loan & Building Association

I
i
,
i

The annual Safety Field Day was
held Wednesday afternoon by the
Lawrence Portland Cement Com
pany The exercises consisted of:
Introduction, by O. E. Wishman,
safety director; address of wel
come, M. S. Ackerman, Jr., manag
er of operations; address, W. W.
Ayers, president; safety address,
David Adam, safety director; and
the presentation of sport event
prizes by Augustus Huntley.
The sports events included a
sack race for girls, first heat w’on
by Alice Moon and Joan Crie:
second, by Dorothy Benner and
Wilma Shieffleld; boys, first heat,
David Sullivan and Arthur Dyer;
second, Edgar Kent and Ronald
Bickford; 75 yd. dash, for men,
first heat, Leslie Simpson and Ed
ward Andrews; second, by Edward
Andrews and Leslie1 Simpson; 75
yd. dash for boys, first heat Lloyd
Smith and Carleton Gammage;
second, Royce Lunt and Donald
Lunt; third, Erie Lind; foufth,
Richard Dyer and Daniel Elliott;
75 yd. dash for girls, first heat,
Priscilla Starr and Anna Lind;
second. Helen Lynch and Joan El
liot; third, Muriel Jones and Ma
rita Butler.
Relay race, boys, won by a team
comprised of Harlan Metcalf,
George Grafton, Roger Stele and
Melvin Lunt; relay mixed race, Jit
terbug special, girls vs. boys, Carol
Wheelock, Rose Meyers, Marianna
County Attorney Stuart C. Bur
Rockwell; relay race, boys, with gess was in Philadelphia this week
batons, won by a team comprised on legal business.
of Arthur Dyer. George Torrey,
Lloyd Smith and Irville Luce; egg

Sunday, August 30

ANNOUNCEMENT

Height 5’ 10” or more, weight 160 pounds or more

The traveling man who filled
i the tank of his motcr car with 16

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

In accordance with the will of the late Miss

MODERNIZE—REFINANCE

canines on Main street. Neighbors
say the animal died of a broken
heart, for his master is now emj plcyed in Camden and they have
j been separated for the first time.

A fuel gas is being collected
from sewers in Switzerland and j
used as a substitute for gasoline '
in motor trucks, says the Depart
ment of Commerce. Shall we see
that method employed in Rock I
land?.
I It follows naturally that enterMrs. Harriet Frost, our well ! prising merchants should capitaknown local florist, has a feeling I lize on blackcuts and dim-outs:
of sympathy for stray cats which I For instance there’s “Lumo” the
go about suffering because of bur i black-out tie—visible when darkdocks which have become attached ' ness has over-spread everything
to their tails. And so she offers , If. you don’t believe it pipe Fred
the timely advice that burdock Blackington's.
bushes be cut down before they
One year ago: The fifth minego to seed. And in my schooldays
there were probably many girts j sweeper. Stalwart, was launched
who would have strongly approved from Snow's yard.—The Rubin
that advice. For their hair was stein Club concert netted $.144 for
always an ideal target for mis the UjS.O. fund.—Miss Margaret
Van Kirk, formerly of Rockland,
chievous boys in burdock time.
died in California, aged 43 years.
The death of Lawrence Hamlin's I —Harold Thompson broke a leg In
dog removes one of the best known ; a fall at the North End lime plant.

CLASS OF 1912 REUNION

MONEY FOR HOMES

ISSUE

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 82.

Afternoon and Evening

WANTED

FRIDAY

220 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 627

i

DULC ET DECORUM EST
The bugle echoes shrill and sweet,
But not of war lt sings today.
The road le rhythmic with the feet
Of men-at-arms who come to pray.
The rosea blossom white and red
On tombs where weary soldiers lie;
Flags wave above the honored dead
And martial music cleaves the sky.
Above their wreath-strewn grave we
kneel.
They kept the faith and fought the
fight.
Through flying lead and crimson steel
They plunged for Freedom and the
Right.
May we. their grateful children, learn
Their strength, who lie beneath the
sod.
Who went through fire and death
to earn,
At last the accolade of Ood
In shining rank on rank arrayed
They march, the legions of the Lord;
He ls the Captain unafraid.
The Prince of Peace . . . Who brought
a sword

I

\

Joyce Kilmer

[Killed tn action World War I-J

The Courier-Gazette

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK

Behold, God is my helper.—Ps.
54:4.
Book Review
(By K. S. F.)

The Golden Age ot Colonial Cul
ture. Author, Thomas J. Wertenbaker. New York University Press.
This beautifully bound series of
eight cultural essays, opens thfe
mind’s eye to that difficult period
in American history when artisans
were busy with the axe and spade,
the plow and scythe, instead of
the pen, the brush and architec
tural accomplishments, with the
vast riches of this continent ready
for their feasts of endeavor.
They were, it is true, slow to
recognize the importance and need
for cultural effort to go along
with land development, but when it
came it came with organized de
votion and has continued all
through these years of gracious,
intellectual growth.
The contents of these essays
are full of the meat of knowledge,
and are entitled crucibles of Cul
ture. The Puritan Begins to Play,
Father Knickerbocker Becomes
Aesthetic, Culture with a “Thee
and a Thou,” Intelectual Life
Around the Punch Bowl, The
Mind of the Tobacco Aristocrat,
Rice, Indigo and Elegance, and
with .the “conclusion’’ we find this
a cultural addition to our better
understanding of the Golden Age
of our colonial culture, a worthy
addition to any Library of stand
ing.
K. S. F.
Washington Is Like That. Author
W. M. Kiplinger. Published by
Harper & Brothers, New York.
This book answers many ques
tions we are constantly asking
such as "What is Washingtonitis?”
Who are Washington's most influ
ential thinkers, and what plans
are they making for post war
America? Why has Washington
become the World nerve center for

WE HAVE

AUXILIARY
LIGHTS

for the

Automobile Dim-out
82-83
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Pnno Two

Ivy Carlson's three boys are all in
the service; Donald Bergren is
somewhere in the Pacific, Bernard

Bergren is at Fort Monmouth. N.
J, and Harold in the Coast Guard.
• • • *
Sid Cullen, formerly of The
Courier-Gazette staff has been
promoted to yeoman, 1st class.
He is attached to the recruiting
service of the U. S. Coast Guard.
First Naval District.
• • * •
Pvt. Maurice Fitzgerald who is
stationed at Camp Gordon in Au
gusta, Georgia, has recently passed
j a five-day furlough at the home
I ol his parents, Mr. and Mrs. WilI liam Fitzgerald, Brookside Avenue
in Camden.
* » ♦ *

Pvt. Charles A. Mackie, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Mackie of
Long Cove, graduated recently
Corporal Charles T. Bodrnan. on plete his course of aviation instruc- from the Chanute Field school of
an eight day furlough, has been tion abcut the middle of Septem- the Army Air Forces Technical
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ber. Friends may address him as Training Command.
Charles Bodrnan, Lawn avenue. He follows: Class 9-42-A1- A.AFT.T.C.
• • • •
is stationed at Fort Jackson, S. C. Detachment, Emry Riddle School
A
group
of
238 aviation cadets,
• * • *
| of Aviation, Miami, Fla.
representing the First Battalion
Mr. and Mrs. Earl U. Chaples i
• • • »
reported on May 28, gradu
have recently received a letter) George E. Walmsley, HA-l-c, which
ated from the U. S. Navy Prefrom Pvt. Donald U. Chaples in- u.S.N., U.S.M.C.. Unit 690, the son Flight School, Chapel Hill. N. C.,
forming them that he will com- [ of Charles E. Walmsley, Owl’s Aug.
22, and are being transferred
Head, may be addressed care Post- to Naval Reserve Aviation Bases
the whole anti-axis battle? Why master, San Francisco.
for primary flight instruction. The
• • • •
does Washington have more deaths
cadets received three months of
James L. Thomas, son of Mr. intensive physical
conditioning,
from tuberculosis than any other
city in all of the United States? and Mrs. Herbert E. Thomas of 42 through a variety of well-planned
Why is Washington the world’s Brewster street, Rockland, is on a athletic activities, designed to make
No. 1 Negro city? Why are there seven-day leave after completing them the toughest, hardest-fight
more women than men in Wash basic recruit training at the U. S. ing pilots in the world. The pre
Naval Training Station, Newport, flight course also includes military
ington?
All of these and a half million R. I., On his return there, he will drill, and instruction in Naval cus
more vital' questions are given be assigned either to a trade toms and basic ground school
digest in this remarkable book by school, shore station, or to a ship subjects.
The cadets now face three months
this famous editor of “The Kip of the Fleet. Thomas graduated
of
primary flight training and then
from
the
Rockland
High
School
in
linger Washington Letter,’’ one of
the country’s top-ranking report 1942. He was a member of the Sea three months of advanced train
ers. We have given us, with no Scouts, Troop No. 209A, holding ing, after which they will be com
missioned as ensigns in the U. S
sugar coating, facts and frank the rank of Ordinary Seaman.
Naval Reserve or second lieuten
•
•
•
•
pictures of the inside workings of
ants in the U. S. Marine Corps
our government and the very able,
Private Charles E. Dorgan, of Reserve.
(some of them) key men who Rockland, who has been stationed
• • * •
make the wheels move. Here are at Boca Raton Field, Florida, one
William
H.
Sr., received
told stories of the Army at the of the Army Air Force Technical word from his Weed,
son,
Charles David
Desk, the Navy on the Lane, The Schools, has been promoted to Weed, Tuesday, that he had been
White House, Office and Home, The corporal.
Corporal Drgan
is accepted by the U. S. Army at the
President and Woman's influences, spending a furlough in Rockland Portland Recruiting station. He
Jews in Government, Tourists with his mother, Mrs. Daniel J. has enlisted in the Army Air Corps
that see the sights and like them, Dorgan, 63 Pacific street.
ground crew, unassigned, and was
also Tales of the City that, “G
• • * •
on his way to the recruit center
Men,” by men and sleuths bring to
Relatives of Pfc. Charles A. Austin at Fort Devens, when he notified
life
Everyone is now reading of Washington have received re-» his father.
• • • •
“Washington is like That.”
cently letters from him saying that
One gets an ear full of Green they could picture him somewhere
A telegram sent from Chicago
whose first name is William in in the wilds of Australia awaiting was received Thursday by Mr. and
the chapter on "Thrones of La his chance to get a Jap. He also Mrs. William A. Glover, Masonic
bor.” Also the C.I.O. Lewis who writes that a warm reception is due street, from their son, Lieut. Samuel
seems to have caught the ear of them upon their arrival there. He F. Glover, who is in the Navy Air
the White Housekeeper,” possibly also asked to be remembered to his Corps, stating that he expected to
because they are mostly younger friends and would like to receive be home Friday or Saturday. It
and more aggressive. And then letters from them. His address is: will be the first time in thirteen
the story of graft and Woman’s Pfc. Charles A. Austin, 31045410, months that Mr. Glover has been
Clubs and architecture and kings 64th Bombardment Squadron (H), home. During the past six months
and queens. Read and be con A.P.O. Box No. 921, care Postmas he has been in the Aleutian Islands.
Mr. Glover will be accompanied
vinced that Washington is the very ter, San Francisco, Calif.
* * • * #
here by his wife, who recently re
heart of our world.
K S. F.
Franklin Burton Comery of 2 turned to her home in Andover,
Dwight street, Thomaston, was Mass.
• * ♦ •
transferred to the Naval Aviation
Miss
Ella
T.
F. Bradbury, 24, who
HATS CLEANED
Base at Dallas, Tex.
♦ * * *
has been employed the past four
STRAWS AND FELTS, LIKE NEW
Shoe Shining
Confectionery
Harold V. Bergren left Wednes- years at the Old Age Assistance
UXTTTTTJ 0TTTTrk-E>a
day night for Boston where he will office, Rockland, is to join the
FxllJjix' S5UhiUIia
'be sworn in as electrician’s mate, Women’s Auxiliary Army Corps,
Opp Strand Theatre.
Rockland 2c} class, in the U. S. Coast Guard, and is to report Monday at the re
6QFtf I with destination unknown. Mrs. ception center in Des Moines, Iowa.
Miss Bradbury', the first woman
from Rockland to become a mem
ber of the WA’.A.C., is a native of
Gardiner, the daughter of Mr. and

y
They’d rather tackle

Tokio than
Trigonometry
These boys who are getting
ready to go back to school . . .

they’d rather report to a top ser
geant than a school master.
But listen, fellows . . . you are
doing your duty to your Flag by

getting all you can out of your
lessons ... so dig in and grind.

Mrs. D. C. Osborne. Camden 8S0.C0
Roland Muller, Camden,
20 09
Hugh Montgomery. Camden, 5 00
William Reed. Camden,
«.
5 90
Mrs. Ruth Pullen, Camden,
5.09
Dr. Harold Jameson, Camden, 5.09
Dr. A. F. Green, Camden,
3.50
Griffin Gribbel, Camden,
2.50
Charles C. Wood, Camden,
2.00
Frank E. Morrow, Camden,
2 00
Victor Elmore, Camden,
2.00
Charles Lord. Camden,
2 09
Kendal Hopkins. Camden,
2.00
Alton French, Camden,
1 50
Robert W. Jamieson, Camden, 1.50
Everett Grieve, Camden,
1 00
Extra,
.25

That was one fcr the book when
the Camden player who reached
third when he drove a liner
through Barnard in right field,
didn’t tag up on his team-mates
long flv cut to Ellis in deep cen
ter and was doubled off third with
the much needed tieing run.
• • • •
Chuck Ellis provides lots of pep
behind the bat Poor Pooch! Now
they are walking on his neck with
their spikes.

right prices

MARKETS

3^
5

Patriotic housewives are now shopping 3, 4 A
in one car
thereby
saving precious gas 4 tires. And because A*P Supers offer low prices
everyday they make big savings on all their food needs, too.

« • • •

The entertainment and; dance
which the Navy boys arranged for
the benefit of the Rockland Service
Men’s Club was attended by a far
larger crowd than was expected by

of retreading!
tn the words of one
E$so Dealer •«•

• Nothing, of course, will replace worn off rubber except
retreading. But if you can extend the life of the rubber
on your present tires, you’ve got something of vital im
portance in our present emergency.

“Never knew J could
be so helpful to my
customers before.
This new method
of increasing tire
life is the real
McCoy ... it
sure works!**

care

saves

That is what Esso Dealers are now able to do!

Esso
DEALER
I

wear
Cbpt. i»i2,

lac.

This new service helps you get the last ounce of wear
out of every tire on your car. In many cases it will extend
the useful life of those tires by thousands of extra miles —
keep your car running far longer than you have thought
• possible, even with the best of care.
It is simple and inexpensive. Every car owner can
afford it. In fact, we believe no car owner today can afford
to be without it.
In view of the vital need of keeping America’s cars
running iij. spite of the acute tire situation, we have
tried to make this service available through Esso Dealers
as fast as possible. Thousands are already equipped and
trained. Your own dealer is probably among them. Ask
him to show you the new Tire Life Indicator. Finck out
how much extra mileage you can get with this remark
able new method. Give your tires a new lease on life!

COLONIAL BEACON

OIL

COMPANY

NEW SUITS
$29.50 to $42.50
NEW JACKETS
$ 12.95
NEW SLACKS
$5.00 to $8.50

NEW HATS, $4 to $8.50
NEW TOPCOATS
$25.00 to $40.00
Plenty of Suits for the lad

ROCKLAND, MAINE

prices also Effective at Camden and Belfast
FRESH NORTHERN S TO 14 POUNDS

CROCKETT FAMILY
The annual reunion cf the
Crockett Family will be held Sunday- Aug. 30 with Mrs. Jessie L.
Robbins at the Robbins cottage at
Ash Point.
All members and |
friends are invited. Picnic lunch.
Coffee will be furnished.
Mrs. Helen A. Coffey, Sec..
81*82
LEADBETTER FAMILY

c

TURKEYS
'

- g-fkO

.

lb

FANCY GENUINE

LAMLL&G?oaT,
CHICKENS
SHOULDERS
BSuti
Ut"FANC¥ FRESH PL-U-W

FRESH NATIVE
2H TO 3H LBS.

broilers
35c

FllUSH SLICED
LB.

FILLETS
OQC

KIDNEY

53'

RIB

39

SHOULDER 35'

LB

fanning. 'Yls&tLh

CHICKEN
R&R

lasaws

PRESERVING

QT.
DOZ

jars "Ideal” Brand

6 OZ CAN

Parafin Wax
Certo

BOKAR

Fruit Pectin
CUSTOM

1 LB

GROUND

EAG

The Leadbetter family will hold
their 32d annual reunion in North
Haven Grange hall, Sept. 5.
Mrs. Arthur E. Emerson, Sec.
82-lt

LB

lamb chops

HALIBUT

iwc

W«C
IJ
2

Soap Grains
I Soap Powder

TEL. SM
41S MAIN ST-, ROCKLAND, ME.

f»/|C

PT.
DOZ

DU

pkgs

25c

8b°t

21 c

5c

pkg

ann page

LGE
PKI
LGE.
PKG

WHITE
SAIL
WHITE
SAIL

TOMATOES

APPLETON RIDGE

anyone,

• • • •
Mrs. Ida Mitchell of Burkettv lie
Rockland and surrounding towns called last Friday on her mother,
showed their patriotism and musical Mrs. Hattte Williams.
appreciation by their large attend- j Mr. and Mrs. George Hustus and
ance and generous applause.
children of Kncx were recent visi
• * • •
tors at the home of their daugh
Mrs. Austin Moody and Mrs. Ar ter, Mrs. Beatrice Mccdy
thur Lamb arranged floral bounue’s
Mrs. Ada Mitchell of Burkettville
which were presented to the femi- was guest cunday at the home of
n ne artists. An old fashioned bou her sen, William Mitchell.
quet carried by Miss Lottie Mc
A:nold Pitman of Gardiner passed !
Laughlin and completing a color the week-end with h's parents, Mr.
scheme of red, white and blue with and Mrs. A. G. Pitman.
her costume, was arranged by Mrs. 1 Mrs. Addie Tobev of Aug”=ta and
Harriet Frost. The sweet peas Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Olson of
were given by Mrs. Leola Wiggin. Brunswick were visitors Funday at
Stage bouquets frem Mrs. Charles the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Emery and Mrs. Joseph Emery.
• • » »
1 'Mcody.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and Mrs 1
After the musical program there Joel Pennington of Camden, who
was dancing. The musk: was fur have been at the home of M”. and
nished by the Samoset orchestra, Mrs. Will'am Newbert for two weeks
which donated its services, Rand returned heme Monday.
Smith, directing.
Mrs. William, Newbert, who sus
► ♦ » •
tained a bruised and strained an- !
Mrs. Byron Doran arranged the kle from a fall is able to be vp
p-ogram which was published com ard ca*-“ for h°r household duties.
plete in Tuesday’s issue.
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman and son were
v sit<-rs Sunday in Vassalboro.
Recent callers at the W. M. New
GLEN COVE
bert
h^me were Mrs. Julia 'Morse
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morey and
Miss Elizabeth Morey have been and Adna Pitman of the village,
Harry Gushee of Winthrop. Mass.,
camping here for two weeks.
Mrs. Arthur Grinnell of Cam Rosa Gushee of New York. Mrs.
den was guest Tuesday of Mrs. C. Elizabeth Keller, Lincolnville, and
Mrs. Dorothy Hibbert of Camden.
E. Gregory.

Scarcity cf essential commod ties
ORFF’S CORNER
and ineffective price control has
Miss Enah Orff went Wednesday
caused an abnormal price advance to Pawtucket, R I. called bv th •
in Finland Cities, says the Depart- death of her cousin, Mrs. Bessie
Maden.

Vitamins
Eat Victory
Foods—Keep

A

_> r
K, C

LBS

U. S. Strong

LETTUCE
NEW SWEET
POTATOES VITAMINS B, C
CANTALOUPES "'S

ONIONS

VITAMIN C

2 HDS 23c
4 LBS 25'

2 o, 29'
IObag 39'

MadNTOSH

APPLES vit b c c

WALDO Tl
TEL. WALDOI

SHOW TI
Single Evening
Matinees: W'eekd
Sundays a

HEDY LAM

WHITE or COLORED

Vlctui

Mel-O-Bit Pimento Cheese

* Eat more cheese”- - that's the call. At A&P
you'll find the largest
variety
of
American*
made cheeses in town.
Buy a variety of this
health-building
food
today.

VpqXf
IXIalt

lb

Cheese Spreads-Rellsh. Pineapple
Pimento, Olive Plmento-5 OZ GLASS

Fresh Cheese
Cream Cheese

FAIRMONT

33c
4

If

lB29c

MILD CURE

2

Domestic Swiss Cheese

3 OZ
PKGS

15c

LB

37c

‘•CROSSRI
SATURnAV ONI.
Two Feat(
ROY ROGL
“GABBY” II

JIT

“Sunset On tii
Also on the

|i

“PARACHUTE!
>» 49c

Sllverbrook Datter

JANE PARKER

Butter K,rSSi;°5u p‘»L“ 50c

NBC Crown Pilot
NBC b%ke Tiny Bit
Sattina Biscuit NBC

LINCOLN COUNTY FAIR
PLAIN RYE

bread
POUND

10‘
Lo2f
CAKE QQ6

5 Kinds-V/2 LB CUT & V

Macaroni

& SPAGHETTI
ANN PAGE
ANN
PAGE

Cider Vinegar
Rajah Salad Oil

Peanut Butter

I LB
PKG
LGE.
PKG

1 LB
PKG

2

LB

3 LB AAQ
PKG AA
PINT CQ
BOT

O

8 OZ
BOT

ANN
PAGE

8 OZ
JAR

Sandwich
Frankfort

AC
51

PKG
OF 6
PKG ^QC

■,

■■■

u

FlOUr

«CC
IJ
« CC
IU

SUNNYFIELD FAMILY
QQC
-ENRICHED"—24H LB BAG 03
SUNNY- 24!X LB QEC
FIELD
BAG

0*1

Pastry Fleur

SUN.-MON., U

20th Century-Fox
British-madt

“KIPP5

ROLLS

ON THE STAGE

NOTH
Board of Hck
The Board of Registi
of Rockland. Maine, v
nt their room In th«
Wednesday. Thursdnv
ny. Tuesday, Wedne-d
5. 8. 9, from nine in
o'clock in the afterr
three to five o’cl
and from seven to nit
evening, war time, to
touching the qualilii
in said city, and to v<
nesi of the lists of
11-12.
No name- wi
State Elcctian Sept
tlons for Absent Vc
Physical fncajia-:•
proved after five o'c
i r.ioon of Sat it i
when this ession
Per order of th( I
tratlon.

WILLIAM
tn

PKG
Crackers
SODA
PINT «CC
Mayonnaise ANN PAGE JAR 1*1
Ann Page 4 AJ
Sandwich Spread 8 OZ JAR I A
MacarMiV-°»"e’'2^"17c

CAPT. ANDERSON’S ANIMAL CIRCUS

For dependable
call the Radio Sho;
517 Main street,
line.—adv.

M-G-M Pi t

LBS

CHEESE
MEL-O-BIT American-LB
33'

85TH ANNUAL

MIDWAY CARNIVAL VAUDEVILLE

Are You Losing
See the novel qtu
well-known quiz e\
ables any wife to g
on her husband,
can Weekly Mag?
Aug. 30 Boston Sun

FRIDAY, AI

PLAIN or
SUGAR

SEPTEMBER 1 AND 2,1942

.Merle F. Dobbin
joined the State r
been assigned to
boro. Roger Whiti
assigned to the 1
racks.

By FRANK

NATIVE ICEBERG
VITAMINS B, C, G

DATED DONUTS

DAMARJSCOTTA, MAINE

A special mee:
Valley Grange wu
nig|>t at the honn
Mrs. Elizabeth Vin.
at which time it wa
the annual fair O'
tee was appointed
a place to hold tin
teea appointed vbooth. Edward M
mohd Andersen,
candy table, Ele.u,
bara Young. Barbu>
cellaneous table. I
Hazel Bartlett. Eti.
per, Mrs. Mildred
Cora Delano. Mrs

Miss Ruth Gregor
and friends, Mi
Houlton and Miss I
Normal, Ill., were :
sailed from Camde
the cruise of the :
Miss I.unt and Mi
week-end guests ■

4 TO 6 laB. SIZES
FOWL
4K BONED & ROLLED
IF DESIRED
LAMB FORES

HADDOCK or
FLOUNDER

(from the story by
with
Diana Wyny:
Mchael Red]

BEA
AMERICAN LEG I
THOMAS'
EVERY MONDi
8.00 o’elo]
TWO CENTS

Many Special Gann!
With $48.00 Special
and $2.00 D«hi
$5 to any winner it
or less
Auspices Williams-

BAND CONCERT 7.00 O’CLOCK EACH EVENING

EVAPORATED MILK

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITS
PRODUCTS

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITS

GREGORYS

Aug 30 Crockett
bins cottage. Ash p
Sept
5—Lead bNorth Haven Gran

Capt. David L. H
Hill, left Tuesday ;
he Is to receive ti
Veterans’ Facilit.,

462 MAIN STREET

• ♦ * *

There was more li'e to the game
Tuesday night than a lot that have
Camden American Legion
this year.
E. J. Comelis,
$25.to been played in• *Camden
• *
The Rockland score stands as
Double header in Thomaston
follows:
Sunday.
The first game between
Previously reported.
$60 00
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Snow, 2.00 j Camden and Thomaston starts at
1 30. In the second game the PiKeryn ap Rice, chairman.
' rates play the Thomaston team
! which has had two or three new
Mrs. D. H. Bradbury. She is a ' players added since these clu^s
graduate of Gardiner High school j last met.
and the Kennebec School of Com- '
• . » «
merce. Miss Bradbury left Thurs- ; At Camden Tuesday night the
day for a brief stay at her home Pirates won in a five-inning game
in Gardiner. The Rockland office by a 2-1 score. Ducky Drake and
has not as yet been notified as to , Henry lives again faced each other
who will succeed* Miss Bradbury,1 ancj Ducjty won by the closest of
,
—
* ,*
: margins. Les Simpson again led
Leon R. White, for the past seven ; the pirates at bat and in the field,
j-ears local manager of Round Top Batteries, Chuck Ellis and Drake;
Farms, was a passenger Thursday , Weliman and Ilves.
morning on the bus to Portland to 1
____________
enter the Volunteer Officers’ Train
ing Corps. Mrs. White and daugh
ter Jo Anne are vis ting for the
present with Mrs. White’s sister,
Mrs. Bradbury Hanks, Brunswick.
Their home at the Highlands is oc
FAMILY
cupied by Alden Philbrook and
family.
• • • •
REUNIONS
Pvt. John F. Karl, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold L. Karl, Granite street,
is now in Denver, Colo., his address
being 770th T. St., Barracks F-617,
Buckley Field.

Otis Cole of Camden has been
commissioned as Lieutenant (j.g.)
in the Coast Guard. He is a former
Merchant Marine officer, and op
erated a restaurant the last few
years in Camden.
• • • •
Sergeant Joseph E. Brown, who
is stationed at Alexandria, Va.. who
has been visiting his mother, Mrs.
Hattie I. Brown, Main street, has
returned to camp.
* • * »
I
James Thomas, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Thomas, who has
been visiting his parents for a
week, returns Sunday to service as
apprentice seaman at the Naval
Training Station, Newport, R. I.

Sept 1—Republic:
co'n County.
Sept.
2 — Rorkj
Christmas Welfare
Capt. Eells Boat B
Sept 7—Labor TT.,
Sept. 8—City Srb
Sept. 14 State Eli
Sept
16—Camden
Harvest Show bv C’
land Garden Club>

• • ♦ •

Camden still has a “0” in the
win column in the games with
Rockland this season.

HAMPTON

get by any other method short

»

COMING Rl

$1.10.25

ment of Commerce.

clubs;

SHOPPING

•

super

Sunday

Camden Rotary Club

10 to 18 years of age, at the

ore extra mileage than yon can

Smart Women are How forming

Editor of The Courier-Gazette :—
Contributions to the amount of Pirates Take Another Close
8135.25 have been received from the
One In Camden—Double
Camden committee, which is raising
8200 as its quota of the Kncx Coun
Header In Thomaston
ty Blood Donors 8750 Fund.
(

Here are your Fall clothes . . .

w.»A.

.•.<w

TALK OFT

In Baseball Circles

Blood Donors Named

Tuesday-Friri

PULLING

SCOTT TOWELS
2rolls17#

SERVICE MEN IN UNIFORM FREE

scon TISSUE
7®
ROLL f

CHANGE IN VAUDEVILLE EACH DAY
AMERICAN LEGION BEANO
80-82

/. reserve the right u bmi. <«

WHITE
HOUSE

A

TAIL

J CANS

WILSONS
12 OZ AAC
“Mer” Luncheon
Meat
CAN A3
OZ tc
Cent Flakes s.up7;kd 11PKC
I

• FOR VICTORY... BUY U. S. WAR SAVINGS

BONDS ARD STAMPS

FUNERAL
Ambulance

TELEPHO.’
890 or "81-1 ot
UO-112 UMERCX
rocklanp

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Fridav

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday, August 28, 1942
TALK

OF THE TOWN

J,Thn Smlth
d by their friend, Miss
ChL^eHJTOrth °f Alston and
Chamberlain, were in the city Wed
nesday on business. Dr. Lcwe rein°r«fQ^he mOSt successful Summer
(?h^y oears 1,1 7116 Uttl« Brown
been thP «4°Und
where he haS
fa_.Sunirner Preacher for the
14 years. The last service of
he season occurs next Sunday The
follow.ng Sunday, Sept. 6. Dr.' Lowe
will return to his Rockland pulpit.
Arta

SUPER
AJ-jB
gjpt l Republican tour of LinCounty.
St.L,;
2 — Rockport — Children’s
~,ri.•
Welfare Fund concert at
S Eells Boat Barn.
; Labor Day.
sept 8—City Schools begin.
Sep’ l1 State Election.
10 Camden—Victory Garden
• Show by Camden and Rock‘‘Btl g .rden Clubs at Opera House.

.MARKETS

COMING REUNIONS
one car

-thereby

3b Crockett family at Rob'.lS
t’.age. Ash Point.
'ce,
5—I.eadbetter
family
nt
H s“fth Haven Grange hall.
_

£

of^aint06® ®itizens fond of pictures
of sailing ships and local scenes of
L^ry,ar’ a trip t0 0x1011 ’s store.
Main street, corner of Park is well
worth while. Mr. JxSi^has for
« excel?
a collect cn of some
the
°Cal Photographs of
tne gay nineties and later
•------- BORN

Ca; ’ David L. Haskell, Ingraham —by Elaer Chester
1 a;u, i’-ft Tuesday for Tcgus, where
I -e Is to receive treatment at the PmaSXTpn.,
veterans’ Facilities Hospital.

B. Staples

I

WUINE

LB

Ih native
llZES

LB

IELD
LB
LB

ROLLED
llRED

LB

IvE

LB

LBS.

B CHOPS

EY

53'
39

[JLDER35*

Ing

qt.

land DOZ

60®

73®
2^
8 OZ
BOT

C

ANN PAGE

WHITE
SAIL

white

Cl

SAIL

s

2 HDS 23*

lbs 25*

4
2

29*

for

10bag39*

CHEESE OOC

33'

Amencan-LB

' aching the qualifications cl voters
■> :d city, and to verify the correctv of the lists of voters. Sept. 10'I 12
No names will be added for
>'tate Election Sept. 14. No applica
nt for Absent Voting Ballots or
L.<■ parity Ballots will be ap! ved after tive o’clock in the nftn of Saturday. Sept. 12. 1942,
when this session closes.
P r order of the Board of Regis
tration.
By FRANK W. FULLER.
Chairman.
81 82

WALDO THEATRE
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees; Weekdays at 2.30
Sundays at 3.00

lb

»-RelHh. Pineapple
lmento-5 OZ GLASS

PKGS

29c
15C

lb

37®

LB

MILDCURE

2
Cheese
MRMONl

33®
< Vf
II

SATURDAY ONLY, AUG. 29
Two Features
ROY ROGERS and
“GABBY” HAYES
in

“Sunset On the Desert”
Also on the program

“PARACHUTE NURSE”
Butter
nt»—lb 51c

LB

PRINT

1 IB
PKG
Pilot
LGE.
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SUN.-MON., AUG. 30-31
20th Century-Fox presents the
British-made reease *

“KIPPS”
from the story by H. G. Wells)
with
Diana W.vnyard andu’
Mchael Redgrave
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He giveth his loved ones sleep."
♦
Her Family

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to all our friends for sending
the m^ny letters of sympathy and
the abundance of flowers
We shall
cherish the memory of them always.
Strong love of God. Immortal love
Whom we that have not seen Thy face
By faith and faith alone embrace.
Believing where we can not prove.
Herman W Crockett.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Crockett.

CARD OF THANKS
To Rev.
Charles
A
Marstaller.
Rev. Charles L. Cronkite for their
words of comfort, to relatives, friends
and members of the Littlefield Me
morial Church, we wish to express
our heartfelt thanks for expressions
of sympathy and the many floral
offerings and their kindnesses ln sick
ness and death of our loved one,
Evelyn Bragg Chandler.
Pfc. James H Chandler. Mr. and
Mrs. William Bragg, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Cunningham, William Bragg,
Jr.

3

CANS

24*

WILSON S
ncheon Meat
SUNNYFIELD
8 az pkg 5c

S

oSf

29c

11 OZ
PKC

I

TE

ICTORY
WAR SAVINGS
AND STAMPS
subject te market

Dr. James Kent, Limerock street,
who was injured early in August
in an automobile accident, while
returning from New Hampshire, is
now at his home following a three
weeks’ stay at the Knox Hospital.
Dr. Kent has not yet resumed his
practice.

Rockland Lions

■2

AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

8.00 o’clock
TWO CENTS A GAME\ *
Many Special Games Next Mon.
With $48.00 Special Cash Prixes
and $2.00 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post
52Ftf

A

The Post Office Department an- j Jim Moore. Rockland correspon
nounced today that the V-Mail dent for the Press Herald, was guest
Service, inaugurated on June 15. isi speaker at the Rockland Lions Club
now past the experimental stage luncheon Wednesday and gave a
with each week showing large in- ! most interesting talk despite his
creases in the number of letters prelim.nary statement that it was
mailed to American soldiers over his initial public appearance.
seas.
Into his 31 years of existence have
The War Department has in been crowded many matters which
creased its facilities to handle lend fascination to work for the
promptly the volume expected in press, and in the brief time allotted
the future.
to him he recited some in which
Facilities for photographing and
reproducing V-Mail to and from the the public has exhibited especial
United States and the British Isles, interest.
Australia, Ind^a, Hawaii and other
First, however, he told of the rou
points are now in operation. A' tine which precedes “putting the
similar service is being planned for paper to bed”—in other words the
Iceland and other points where the details of getting a newspaper to
volume may warrant.
press.
Pointing out that V-Mail provides
He told of ten years’ experience
a safe means of communication in the mailing room before “I had
with members of our Armed Forces, I brains enough to crawl cut and at
the Post Office Department gave' tempt something else.”
He also
assurance that the film (upon i carried
a paper route as a boy.
which the communications are re- ■ Before coming to Rockland as a
produced) are given the most ex press
correspondent he was traffic
peditious dispatch' available. Be
and on the picture wire in the
cause of the small space taken up j man
by the rolls of film, they often can j Eoston office cf the Associated
be carried on ferry planes or Press. Matters which he mentioned
specially were New England’s great
bombers.
V-Mail letter sheets have been hurricane of 1938, and the sinking
distributed at all post offices; and of the submarine Squalus.
The Lions dining mom at Tire
have been provided all military and
naval personnel at overseas points Thorndike Wednesday ^,’as resplen
through Army' and Navy post offices dent with Autumn flowers which
and military channels.
Private came frcm Henry A. Howard’s large
firms and individuals have also and beautful garden at Crescent
been permitted by the Post Office Beach. He was given a round of
Department to reproduce the letter applause in testimonial of his
sheets.
The sheets also will be thoughtfulness.
The annual reports showed the
available soon to all stores selling
Club to have 37 members, ^nd an
stationery.
V-Mail Service provides for the average attendance o<f 72.37 percent
The year’s re
use by patrons of a special letter during the year.
sheet form which is a combination ceipts were $331.94, and the dis
letter and envelope of uniform size bursements were $213.
A past presidents pin was pre
and design. The patron writes his
message, completes the name and sented to Past King Lion Lendon C.
address of the addressee and the Jackson, Jr.
William G. Williams of Camden
return card in the space provided,
folds, seals, and mails the letter in was a visiting Lion.
the usual manner. Patrons are'
warned that only the inner or let
Moran, State Director announces
ter side of V-Mail letters are photo the local War Price and Ration
graphed, and should be careful to ing Boards in Maine may find va
show the complete address of the cationists and tourists eligible
person to whem the message is sent under certain conditions for spe
in the panel provided therefore cial gasoline rations sufficient to
above the space for the message. It permit the return of their auto
is preferable to print the address mobiles to their homes provided
in large block letters. Enclosures they are outside of Maine or to a
must not be placed in the letters. reasonable point of departure from
V-Mail letters are photographed the rationed area.
on micro-film by automatic ma
chines at the rate of 2,000 to 2,500
per hour and the film rolls con
BIG BINGO
taining 1,500 letters each are trans SAT. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7 «
mitted to destinations. Reproduc
Given Away, $10—1 each
tions are then made by other auto
And Three Extra Prizes, $2.50
matic machines and delivered to
Door Prize S2.50.
the addressee in individual sealed
Three
Lucky Games
window penalty envelopes.
and
Two
Big
Merchandise Prizes
When V-Mail letters are ad
82* lt
dressed to places where micro-film
equipment is not in operation, the
letters are transmitted to destina
tion in original form by the most
BENEFIT BEANO
expeditious means available. Even,
in these instances savings in weight
and space are accomplished since i
I. 0. 0. F. HALL
there are approximately 97 V-Mail ]
letters in a pound, whereas, ordi
SATURDAY, 8.15
nary letters average 40 per pound
Free Game $14; Monthly Prize $15
Members of Miriam Rebekah
Lodge have been invited to join
Lucky Game $23.00
Knox Lodge for the annual picnic
Attendance Prize $8.00
at the home of Carl Chaples,
Morses Comer, Sunday.
Mem
Plenty of Groceries
bers wishing transportation should
82*lt
call Milton Rollins, 432-M. The
regular meeting of Miriam Lodge
will be held Tuesday night, with
the second nomination of officers
and further plans made for the
annual fair to be held Tuesday,
Sept. 8 at I.O.O.F. hall.

In Municipal Court
Four cases of infraction of ex
ecutive orders issued Feb. 28. rela
tive to black-outs and dim-outs
were disposed of by Judge Dwinal,
Thursday.
• • « *

Sherman H. Lord of Rockland
pleaded guilty to a charge of fail! ing to extinguish all lights in his
’ garage at Maverick square during
the black-out. Aug. 20. He was
fined $10 and costs of $6.44, the
fine being suspended.
• • • •
Stafford M. Congdon. manager of
the Burpee Furniture Co., where a
light was found burning during the
black-out of Aug. 20. said that he
I was out of town at the time, and
James Burns, an employe, said that
.the light was out when he and anj other man left the store. He
i thought that it might have be
come lighted because of faulty
[working switch. A plea of not
guilty was made, but Judge Dwinal
found a verdict of guilty, and the
respondent was fined $10 and costs
of $6.32, with the fine remitted. An
appeal was entered.

I

There’s No Headache In a Peanut Drunk!
So come down and buy a quart of the
best (peanuts) at—

MAIN ST.
COR. PARK

OXTON’S

ROt’KLAND

• New shipment of PIPES just in.
• Alive Matinicus-Criehaven Lobsters.

• A few Cameras- left'at $1.98.
• Special, Mary Adams Chocolates
Lb. 35c, 45c, 49c

TRY OUR GIANT
MILK SHAKE
10c

SUPER

^MARKETS,

♦ • • •

Alfreda Perry of Rcckland, pleaded guilty to charge of failing to
[extingush all lights at her store
! during the black-out of Aug. 20.
She was fined $10 and costs of $6.44,
the fine being remitted.
• • • •
Carl Simmons, proprietor of the
Mid Town cafe, charged witii fail
ing to make provision for extin
guishment of light, Aug. 25, through
his representative Earle C. Dow,
pleaded nolo. He was fined $10
and costs, $6.36.
* * • *
Benjamin P. Boynton of Row
land who pleaded not guilty »on
morals charge involving an 8-year
old boy, was bound over to the
November term of superior court
and bail was set at $1,000.

SV
\6c,

GRANGE CORNER

,\SG

OB-

\\»

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry arc welcomed
here.

to

A public supper and beano
will be held Wednesday at the
home of Ellis Sprague, 24 Orange
street,, for benefit of Pleasant
Valley Grange. This is the frist
supper of the season and should
be well patronized. It will be
served at 6.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
Penobscot View Grange of Glen
Cove resumed meetings last night
alter the Summer recess. The next
session will be Thursday.

to®5
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Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Pertsch.
daughter Lorraine and son Edward
of Dorchester. Mass., are spending a
vacation at Castle Comfort.

BOY WANTED
A school boy is wanted to
work in our store after school,
nights and on Saturdays. Can
start work immediately.

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

SWEET POTATOES
,

3lbs 21

X0Y

435 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
81-lt

EVERYTHING FOR PICKLING

111

$

Cucumbers.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 for 25c
Cooking Apples.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5 lbs 25c
Squash, native.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 5c
FRANCO-AMERICAN

MACARONI .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

Fresh

tin 10c

Salad Dressing, Wilsons’.. .. .. .. .. .. . qt 29c
Libby’s Corned Beef Hash ... tin 25c
Baker’s Chocolate.. .. .. .. .. .. . bar 15c

PEACH

Crystal White Syrup
hot. 19c

Ice Cream

LAST CALL !!!
Wo have completed our production of Fresh Peach
Ice Cream.' A limited supply of this Super-Delicious

Special Will Be Available for Several Days.

Its pub

lic reception has exceeded our fondest hopes.

Ask your E. & M. dealer for Fresh Peach Ice

1

Cream today.

Radio

Complete with Batteries

Vif.

$20.00

SCHOOL

w. H. EMERY
/

RADIO SERVICE

Central Shell Station
34 UNION ST.,
ROCKLAND
CALL 590-W’
82* lt

RUSSELL

BURPEE’S

FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• CLAREMONT ST.

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-U

TEL. 662

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME. . .

I

Increases Number of Letters Hear a Press Correspondent’s
Written To Overseas
Maiden Speech—-And “It
Soldiers
Was a Good Pitch”

A valuable black and white
hound,
’’Bobby,” owned by Ed- [
Beano. G.A.R. hall, Monday, Aug.
31—2.15 p. m.—adv.
82-lt win R. Edwards, is missing and a •
generous reward is offered for his ’
return. Aside from his financial j
CARD OF THANKS/ ....
value, the Edwards family sets
Through the columns of The Cou
great store in “Bobby” as a p€t ;
rier-Gazette we wish to express our
heartfelt appreciation of and grati
ar.d information as to his where- j
tude for the Innumerable kindnesses
TO
abouts will be warmly welcomed •
accorded our loved one during her
at phones 214 or 219-13, Rockland. 1
Illness and for the many courtesies
Do you strain to hear? Do dis
and acts of consideration accorded us
tant sounds confuse? Does your
after her passing
Beloin’s Inn on the highway be
Mother and sister. Mrs. Elizabeth
request to repeat conversation
tween Camden and Lincolnville re
R’chards and Mrs. Luda Richards
embarrass you? Are you trying mains open until shortly after La
Mitchell.
to “get by” with a hearing Im
bor Day. It has been doing a sur
pairment?
prisingly good business in spite of
BINGO
Don’t do »( — deafness is often the gas and tire shortage, if any- j
thing gaining new friends. The1
progressive; delay may cost you
FRIDAY NITE. SPEAR IIALL, 7.13
season for the cabins will not close ;
all of your hearing. Take the
Given Away, $5.00—1 each
until some time later.
TELEX Hearing Aid Test at no
obligation. Home or office. Send
Door Prize $1-50
Morris B. Perry, chairman of ,
for free booklet A.
Three Lucky Games, $2, $3, $T
the
Knox County Rationing and
82*lt
Factory representative will be In Price Control Board, announced i
Rockland and vicinity very soon.
today that the board, now occupy
ing a room on the second floor of
Telex
Hearing
Service
South Hope Dance
the
Post Office building would move
26 CENTRAL STREET
to
the
store at 421 Main street,
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
BANGOR, MAINE
owned
by
Isidor Gordon and for
82-83
with Billy Dean and His Violin
merly occupied b yMansfield's. Al
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
terations are now being made and
Admission 25c and 35c, tax incL
Mr. Perry said that he expected
148-F-tf
that it would be ready before the
middle of Sept. The move is beI ing made because of the need for !
cmorial
more space and the desire for a I
FOR SALE
location more convenient for the
public.
1 Used R.C.A. Battery

ATED MILK
TALL

Nearly 200 members of the Car
penters’ Union at the Snow Ship
yards were served a lobster supper
at Legion hall Wednesday night by
members of Winslow-Holbrook unit,
American Legion Auxiliary, Mrs.
Mildred Wallace, chairman. Enter
tainment following the supper was
by the Lime City Boys musical or
ganization.
Arrangements were
made by Moses Annis, Charles
Steeves and William Moores.

V-Mail Service

H*'w HEAR?

•CROSSROADS

COLORED

ito Cheese

.

Elmer Withee is driving cne of
the Round Top Farms delivery
trucks, having taken the place of
George R. Robishaw, who was re
cently promoted to manager of the
local office.

Lester R>st of the Burpee Furni
ture Co. staff ls on two weeks’ vaca4
A pecial meeting of Pleasant Pma^H^spAal.^g^at' torM^elhd tion.
Head Claude v Dennison. of Spruce
I Vail' Grange was held Tuesday Head,
a son—Francis William.
,ru
Carlyle U. Brown, letter carrier, Is
§ rjgbt it the home of the master,
Rockland,
Dr
Lei an s on 15 days’ vacation.
jjrs. El zabeth Vinal, Orange street, Private Hospital,
Julv 11 tn xjt
y
to Mr and
I j: wi.ich time it was decided to hold Mrs Men ni.JX
I ;be annual fair Oct. 7. A commit- Mrs. Men Black, a son—George Don- Huntley-Hill Post Auxiliary, Vet
jj :ee was appointed to arrange for Demmons—At Rockland Aug 22 to erans of Foreign Wars, will meet
“ Friday night at the home of Mrs.
3 place to hold the fair. Cammit- ^gh^bara^^e.
:ee» appointed were: Vegetable
Stratton—At Rockland, Aug 21 to Edna Hill, Pleasant street.
«&«&. •:
bcctii, Edward M. Toiman. Ray
mond Andersen, Myron Young;
The canning center, which has
candy table, Eleanor Young, Bar
been operated in the school lunch
bara Young. Barbara Bartlett; miskitchen at the High School building
pllam ous table. Florence Young,
for several weeks, will be closed at
Hazel Bartlett. Etta Andersen; sup
the end of this week. When school
married
er. Mrs. Mildred Sprague, Mrs.
opens Sept. 8, some canning will be
22
MO
H°a
r
r
e
^i
en
p
drit
M
k
^
t
0^°^
Cora Delano. Mrs. Nellie P. Hall.
done by the students of the home
SaRyeSv.VA01! Ho”tdr‘CkS 01 Camden " economics department, under the
Miss Ruth Gregory, Center street, •Mahonen-Elllo I t-M Rockland. Aug supervision of Miss Joyce Johnson.
and friends, Miss Feme Lunt of 27 Oliver Henry Mahonen, Georges Arrangements for canning may be
Houlton and Miss Patti Lovelock of River Road. South Thomaston, and made by communicating with Mrs.
Normal. Ill., were among those who Glenys Madeline Elliott of Rockland. Howard Kenniston at the office of
the superintendent of schools. Time
ailed from Camden last week on
DIED
will be arranged to fit in with Miss
■iie cruise of the Schooner Mattie.
—At Rockland, Aug. 23 Da Johnson’s class schedule.
M: l unt and Miss Lovelock were vidHaskell
Haskell, son of Dr.’ and
week-end guests of Miss Gregory. Mrs. Wheeler
Donald E. Haskell, age 1 year. 18
days. Private funeral services at Rus
Volunteer workers at the canning
Funeral Home. Tuesday at 10 center at the high school, whose
Mi rle F. Dobbins, who recently sell
a. m.. Rev. A. G. Hempstead officiat
oiled the State Police force has ing. Burial In Waldoboro. (Correc names have not so far been listed,
are: Miss Elizabeth Morey, Mrs.
; ned to Troop B, Scar- tion]
Knight—At Warren, Aug 26, Leslie Joseph Emery, Sr., Mrs. Alvin
bi ro. Roger Whitmore has been
H. Knight, age 44 years, 3 months, 27 Small, Mrs. Louis Fickett, Miss Mil
i-iu tl to tiie Thomaston bar days
Funeral Saturday at 1 p. m.
racks.
y
from Russell Funeral home. Rev. Roy dred Sweeney, Mrs. Vera Whalen,
A Welker officiating. Interment In Miss Harriet Trask, Mrs. Mabel
Belfast.
Strong. Mrs. Marjorie Cummings^
Are You Losing Your Husband?
Richards—At Northampton, N. H.. Mrs. Margaret Hurd, Mrs. Doris
£•••• the novel questionnaire, py a Aug. 24. Mrs. Carrie Ellen Richards, Jordan, Mrs. Charles H. Morey and
Ii-known quiz expert which en- native of Rockport, age 79 years, 3 Mrs. Sarah Griffin.
29 days.. Committal services
j;i “ any wife to'get the low-down months.
were ln Amsbury Hill cemetery. Rock
n h*r husband. See the Jfcneri- port, Aug. 26, by Rev. F. Ernest Smith.
Miss Nathalie Smith, daughter of
i a Weekly Magazine with the
Moffat—At Owl’s Head, Aug. 26. Mr. and Mrs. Clement Smith of
Au?. 30 Boston Sunday Advertiser. Myra Moffat, native of New York Camden, a member of the class of
age 85 years. 6 months, and
82‘lt City,
19 days. Prayers by Revv Ernest O. 1942, Ballard Business School, has
Kenyon at residence, Aug. 26. Serv a Civil Service appointment in the
For
dependable radio service ices and cremation ln Forest Hills Navy department, Washington, D.
C. Miss Smith will report for duty
all the Radio Shop, telephone 844, Chapel. Boston. Friday at 2 30.
Sullivan—At Rockland, Aug 22. Wil Monday.
517 Main street. Complete Philco liam
Arthur Sullivan, age 60 years.
lme.—adv.
60tf 6 months. 25 days. Funeral Aug. 24.
Rockland Rationing Board an
Burpee Funeral Home.
Burial ln
Thomaston.
nounces that Sept. 15 is the final
NOTICE
date that certificates for sugar for
Board of Registration *
IN MEMORIAM
canning will be granted. All appli
Tiv Board of Registration of the City
In memory of Rena T. Carroll who cations should include sufficient in■ Rockland. Maine, will be In Session passed
away Aug. 27, 1941.
tti'cr room In the City Building.
formatio for the rest of the can
V.- In- day. Thursday. Friday. Satur- ’’Weep not that their toils are over; ning season. Industrial and Insti
Weep
not
that
their
race
Is
run.
T i clay. Wednesday, Sept. 2, 3. 4.
sugar applications for
i) frcm nine tn forenoon to one God grant that we may rest as calmly tutional
ock in the afternoon, and from When our work, like theirs, ls done! September and October should be
■e to five o'clock in the afternoon Till then we would yield with gladness in
the Rationing Board before
ad from seven to nine o'clock In the Our treasures to Him to keep.
(veiling, war time, to receive evidence And rejoice ln the sweet assurance— Sept. 5. »

FRIDAY, AUG. 28
M-G-M Presents
HEDY LAMARR
WILLIAM POWELL
in

LBS

f

Placements by the U. 6. Empoyment Service for Maine reached a
new high monthly total in July,
when 6000 workers were placed in
Jebs, it is announced by Manager
Jillson cf the local office. This
brought to 33.243 the total number
of workers placed on jobs in Maine
for the first seven months of this
year, an increase of 34.8 percent
over the corresponding period in
1941. The number cf placements
made by the local office for the
month of July was 264. The inten
sive recruitment for workers needed
to harvest the Aroostook potato
crop is expected to result in an even
greater increase.
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ROCKLAND, ME.

DAYS

ARE JUST AROUND THE CORNER
For School Wear, May We Suggest

Our memorials are erected on
durable cement foundations, built
with a board form and Mre guar
anteed to be four feet deep to
guard against action of the frost.

FRECKLES DRESSES

Our prices are based on the
quality of work that we erect
and we do business with the aim
that “» satisfied customer is our
beet asset.**

$1.00, $1.29, $1.59, $$1.98

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, ME.
THOMASTON, ME.

' 54Ftf

Newly Arrived—Sizes 3 to 14

WOTTON’S
405 MAIN STREET,

.

ROCKLAND, ME.

VIA
CUT RITE WAX PAPER, two 125-ft rolls 29c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. . tin 7c
COOK’S MACARONI.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 16-oz pkg 10c
EVAPORATED MILK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 tins 24c
QUAKER FLOUR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24'/2 lb bag 87c

Pnnp Four

Tuesday-Friday
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MRS ISABEL LABE

ALENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent
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Correspondent

Telephone 78

Tel. 48
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girl friend down the Basin?”

| white, could no longer gape after
I them.
i “At the Blue Goose,” was Lynn's
answer. “It sounds like a severed
artery.”
Slade knew enough of frontiertown gambling joints and gin mills
disguised as dance halls to realize
what they might have to face.
“That’s no place for a girl,” he
contended.
“I’ve been in worse,” was Lynn’s
quick reply. “And you may have to
help me.”
“Why isn’t the Padre attending
to this?” he asked as he hurried on
beside her.
A shadow crossed the girl's face.
“You know how Father feels
about drinking.”
“But even a drunken man can
die,” protested Slade.
“I'm afraid Father would let
him,” was the girl’s answer to that.
“He’s no longer a doctor, where al
coholics are concerned. He’s washed
his hands of them. And nothing will
ever change him.”
Slade remembered something
about that. It tied up, he recalled,
with the hazy story of the Flying
Padre’s abrupt migration from a
once-opulent city practice to the out
posts of the Mackenzie Basin. Law
rence Morlock, he remembered, had
his reasons for hating drunkenness.
For as Slade was able to piece the
story together, Lynn’s father had
been one of New York’s most suc
cessful surgeons. He had flown high
and flown fast, until the tragic death
of his wife brought him up short.
The enemy he was fighting on a
well-fortified front line dropped like
a parachutist in his own home. Be
wildered and stunned, but refusing
to give ground, he had sought relief
in over-work and alcohol. But one
night when called from a night club
for an emergency operation his hand
had failed him and his patient, a
pillar of Wall Street, had died on
the table. That dpath, the surgeon
always felt, was due to his own
drunkenness. It rang the curtain
down on all his earlier feverish
scramble for wealth. He cabled
his daughter Lynn, then in Switzer
land, that he was giving up his prac
tice and selling his city home. He
quietly dropped out of his old life
and, a year later, reappeared as a
relief-worker when a flu epidemic
was decimating the northern camps
of Canada. His field broadened as
he learned the need for medical
service along the outer fringes of
the New Frontier, and he equipped
himself with a plane which was used
in many a mercy flight.
%His daughter Lynn was proving
herself a chip of the old block. For
when she realized her father was
somberly happy in that work and
definitely committed to what she
accepted as a life of expiation, she
quietly went in training as a nurse,
equipped herself as a co-worker
with the Padre, and joined him in
his silent yet stoic campaign of re
demption. She had stuck to him
with a tender loyalty.
“If this is going to be a murder
case,” he contended, “why not noti
fy the police?”
“It mustn’t be murder," cried
Lynn. To the man following her
she looked reassuringly fearless in
the slanting northern sunlight.
They must have been waiting for
her in the Blue Goose. The door
opened, expectantly, even before she
reached it
•’Where is he?” the girl asked of
the pock-marked man in his shirt
sleeves. He closed and locked the
door before answering.
“In here.” he said with a side
glance of hostility as Slade pushed

BUY WAR BONDS -

Mrs. Ellen Ludwig and Mrs.
Alice True took their daughters
Faith and Joye to camp Hitinowah
Sunday, where they will remain
for two weeks
Miss Jacqueline
Wilson has just returned from that
camp.
Capt. John Wilson Jr, who has
been at home for a few days, re
turned to duty Wednesday at Gov
ernor's Island. N. Y.
Mrs. David E. Brown (Kay
True) was at home from Portland
over the week-end. packing her
many beautiful wedding gifts until
such time as she and Lt. Brown
will have a home together. The
latter is now located at Camp Ed
wards. Mass, where he found two
of his college fraternity brothers,
one of whom is living in the same
barracks. Lieut. Brown’s address
is; Batt. E, 606th C.A. (A.A.),
Cajnp Edw’ards, Mass. He would
enjoy hearing from friends.
Motor Corps Dances each Fri
day are proving successful. The
music is good and enjoyed by

Eino Lampinen was pleasantly
surprised at a farewell party given
in his honor last Friday by 60
neighbors and friends. He went
Aug. 27 to Fort Devens. Mass., to
report for service in the Army. At
the party he received a Waltham
wrist watch presented by Andrew
Juura. in behalf of the group. Re
freshments were served.
Mrs. Merritt Abbott and daugh
ter, Nancy, have returned to
Boothbay Harbor, after spending a
week w’ith Miss Aili Lampinen.
Miss Gertrude Lampinen has
returned to Rockland where she is
employed at the home of Dr. James
Kent, after spending a fortnight’s
vacation with her sister, Miss Aili
Lampinen and father, Hjalmar young and old.
Mrs. Jennie Benner was in Dam Lampinen.
At the Farm Bureau meeting a
Mrs. Carrie Smith was hostess fine supper was served by Mrs.
ariscotta on business Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reed and son Tuesday at a picnic at “Old Stone,’’ Ellen Ludwig and Mrs. Bernice
of Portland spent Monday and West Warren, which was attended Robbins.
Tuesday with Miss Grace Simmons. by members of the sewing circle
■Red Cross sewers met last Friday
Everett Welt and Charles Rowe. »f Ivy Chapter, O.EJS.
with Mrs. Helen Wentworth.
Jr., were home from Boston over Otho Thompson of Medford,
The Willard Brown family is
the week-end.
Mass., has been with Mrs. Thomp leaving here soon to reside in
Mrs. Foster Kirby of Washing son in this town the past week. Vassaboro where Mr. Brown is em
ton, D. C., is at Slaigo Ledges.
Mr. and Mrs. John Richardson of ployed. They have, been active in
Mr. and Mrs. George Young and Rockland, were callers at the home local organizations such as Grange,
daughters Dorothy and Muriel of of Joseph Hahn and Miss Susie Farm Bureau and Sunday School.
Rockland were guests Monday of Hahn.
their aunt, Mrs. Jennie Benner.
Joan Fossett of Medford, Mass.,
WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. George Butters of who has been visiting in Thomas
Miss Grace Parker of Salem,
Lexington, Mass., and Mrs. B. C. ton, also has been the guest of
Reed of Portland, who have been Esther Overlock at the home of Mass., is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred L. Parker. Enroute
visiting Miss Grace Simmons, re Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Simmons.
she
visited her brother-in-law and
turned home Wednesday.
Citizens are reminded of the sal sister.
and Mrs. Arthur Cush
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hatch of vage
drive on this week. Mate man inMr.
Skowhegan with whom she
Sanford are visiting Mrs Hatch’s rial suitable for salvage includes
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Scott. practically all metals, fats, and motored here Monday.
Mrs. Marie Lehtonen with her
Dudley Hovey of Boston was in rubber.
town over the week-end.
daughter
Elaine of East Brain
Mrs. Elmer Watts, who was guest
Herbert Hastings of Somerville, the past week at the home of Fred tree. Mass., are guests of her
Mass., joined Mrs. Hastings who Watts and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur mother, Mrs. Amanda Lunden. Mt.
has been visiting her sister, Miss Starrett returned Saturday to Som Pleasant street. Mr. and Mrs.
Elizabeth Genthner. and they re erville, Mate. The second week of Loren Bowley of Bath were recent
turned last Friday to Somerville.
her vacation is being spent at Har- visiters at the Lunden home.
Dennis Feyler sustained a broken wichport, Mass.
The Raymond Fogler family of
ankle Tuesday as a result o'f a fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Robinson New York, who have been spend
Dr. Hahn was in attendance.
have moved to their new home, on ing the Summer at Mrs. Fogler’s
S. D. Murphy came Saturday from Main street. Mrs. Siili and son, former home in Exeter have been
Easton, Mass., returning Sunday Theodore Siili, who have been oc guests this week of Mr. Fogler’s
with his family. Mrs. Murphy and cupying an apartment at the Louis mother, Mrs. M. A. Fogler and
two children have been visiting in Gordon house, have moved to the sister May.
town the past week.
Walker apartment vacated by Mr.
Mrs. Bessie Lamson of Boston
Richard Gerry’ was home from and Mrs. Robinson.
who has been spending a vacation
Corinna over the week-end.. On
The interiors of the Highlands with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lamson
return he was accompanied by his Rural School and the Mathews Cor returned home Thursday
son Richard, who will visit his ner School have been papered and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Heal, Sr., of
grandparents in Milo.
painted. Hinckley Corner School Lincolnville and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Miss Jeanette Tufts of Maple has also been re-decorated and re Heal Jr., of Massachusetts were
wood, Mass., spent the week-end pairs have been made on the callers Wednesday at J. F. Heal’s
with Mrs. Emma Johnson.
Anderson Rural School.
and Heald’s Spa.
Joan Burns and Roland Burns,
The fish chowder supper held
Eugene Fogler of Jenkintown,
Jr., of Belfast, are visiting their Thursday on the lawn of the Silas Penna., is with his father, William
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Watts home, with Mrs. Watts head H Fogler, visiting his grand
Hilton, Kaler’s Corner.
ing the Congregational Ladies Cir mother,' Mrs. M. A. Fogler.
M ss Carrie Stahl and Miss Mitch cle committee, was successful, with
The Tuesday Club met this week
ell of Portland are at Jasper Stahl’s. 80 in attendance. The homes of with Mrs. Margaret Andrews.
The Rebekah fair held Monday Mrs. Watts, Mrs. Jane Andrews and
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Clarke and
was very successful. An afghan Mrs. Sadie Barrows were thrown family have moved from the form
was awarded Sedric Achorn. The open in the evening and card play er Al. Varney house to Old Coun
High School band gave a concert ing was enjoyed.
Mrs. Alice Gordon was recent ty road, Rockland.
in the evening and a free-will offer
ing netted $8.50 toward the uni dinner guest of Mrs. Annie Atkins
Speay.
TENANT’S HARBOR
form fund.
Mrs. Lizzie Levansaler of Waldo Rev. Andrew McAllister, assistant
Mrs. S. H. Weston was given a
surprise . party Tuesday night by boro. visited Monday with Miss to Dr. Gage of Providence, will be
members of the family, the occasion Susie Hahn and Joseph Hahn.
at the local church Sunday as a
Mrs. Emma Robinson and Mrs. candidate.
being her 72d birthday. She was
the recipient of many beautiful Alfred Hayes of Portland, were re Miss Arlene Coolbroth is re
cent guests of Misses Lizzie covering from critical illness and
gifts.
Winslow and Winnie Winslow.
is now able to be about town.
Canning Center Closed
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz and
Myron Wiley went Thursday to
On account of the lack of a sons. Miles and Mark, of Keene, Portland for Army examination. He
source of payment for the neces Nt H., are passing this week with has been employed the past year
sary supply of cans, the Waldoboro Mr. and Mrs. Vesper A. Rokes.
at Snow Shipyards, Rockland.
Canning Center has been closed. John Starrett returned Sunday to
This was one of the 42 similar proj Somerville, Mass., after spending
served, and games and singing
ects set up in the State under the two weeks in this town.
authority of the State of Maine Mr. and Mrs. Donald Starrett of enjoyed.
Mrs. Harold Moore is the daugh
and sponsored by Woman's Di New York, are passing two weeks
vision of the Civilian Defense.
with Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. A. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The purpose of these projects is Starrett. Mrs. Bessie Wood of Hendricks, Cobb road, Camden, and
to provide a surplus supply of high Providence, also is guest of Mr. was graduated from Camden High
School. Before her marriage she
quality foods for emergency feed and Mrs. Starrett.
ing in each town. This food is Mrs. Emily Hodgkins of North' was employed at the Hastings
held in reserve under the authority Waldoboro, who has been spending Newsstand in Camden.
Harold Moore, the onjy son of
of the local chairman of the Wom a short time at her old home in
an's Division of the Civilian De this town, was dinner guest Sun Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moore of this
town, was graduated from Warren
fense, who serves under the autho day of Mrs. Emma Norwood.
rity of the Selectmen of the Town.
Services Sunday at the Baptist High School, and Is employed at
Because of the coming acute short Church will be at 10.30 a. m. and the Bath Iron Works.
At their wedding, they were at
age in canned foods it is expected at 7 p.m. Church School will meet
tended by Miss Charlotte Moore of
that these reserves will play a large at 12.
part in preventing malnourish- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wotton and this town, sister of the groom, and
ment, particularly among children. M ss Eliza Swan dined recently by James Hendricks of Camden,
brother of the bride. Rev. Mr. Holt,
About 400 cans of fresh food and with Mrs. Alice Gordon.
who officiated, used the double
20 bushels of beets are held in
Moore-Hendricks
ring ceremony.
storage, for which much apprecia
Harold
P. Moore and Gladys V. During the Fall and Wintr. they
tion is felt for the efforts of Rob
ert Shoppee of the Central Maine Hendricks (of Camden), who were will make their home in this town
Power Company for securing the married Saturday night in Rock with Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moore.
port by Rev. H. I. Holt, were given
a
surprise linen shower Wednesday
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
in after the girl. The sound of a
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Percy
Wondersl
phonograph blaring out dance music Moore, with 15 attending. Others
in some outer room suddenly came had been invited from out of town
to a stop. A bold-eyed woman, heav but were unable to attend due to
ANSWER TO
ily rouged, backed away at the per gas rationing. The couple received
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
emptory hand wave of the proprie many nice gifts, however, and
IaI
tor, who opened a second door and through the mail from those un
□HEMES|f
gHHEBSslaaraHsaa
able
to
attend.
Refreshments
were
pointed inside, without adyancing.
□h sanissiasBaHHHS
His first impression of the room,
as he entered, was one of blood. loan of two electric stoves; for the
There was blood on the cover of an services of Kenneth Boardman fqr Hsa^isiaHSB ansa
SHEE1 S0G30B
overturned table, on the floor and on the wiring and installations; to the
the summer parka worn by a figure Central Maine Power Co. for the
EiSSlSHHSQ
half-lying and half-crouching along loan of connections; to Mrs. Fannie
“
HBSHnSEI
H
a stained wicker couch splashed Weaver for the free contribution of
selected greens, and to Mrs. War
with red.
HHSH
Slade couldn’t tell whether the ren W. Creamer, Mrs. Robert Cof
SSu
sEEin
man in the parka was being held up fin and other volunteers who either t
S0|D
S
worked
or
loaned
material
and
ol held down by an aproned and
B
equipment,
and
especially to Miss
yellow-faced bartender who sat with Barbara Cooney who made many
00190000®
one arm about the wounded man trips over the country side con
and looked up & them with the tacting people with gardens.
round eyes of a bewildered rabbit
Since two WF A. women work
LOST AND FOUND
as the girl with the bag ran to his ers will be available next year, hot
side. It wasn't until she, pushed lunches will probably be served on
•'BOBBY" black and white hound
the aproned man away that Slade a modified scale to children who lost.
Reward. E. R. EDWARDS. Tel
recognized the face above the parka. come in xon the buses.
214 or 210-13.
81-83
It was the parka that he recog
nized first. He promptly identified it
MISCELLANEOUS
as the garment that had been given
to Slim Tumstead by Air-Command
er Rollins-Benson on the occasion of
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
a bush-fire flight in which Slim had
solicited. H. O. RHODES. Tai. 519-J
proved both his flying ability and
___________________
76-F-tf
his fearlessness.
YARN—-We are prepared to make
your wool into yarn. Write for prices
It was Slim Tumstead looking up
Also yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT.
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles Harmony.
at him w’ith a one-sided and slightly
Maine.
80 88
of tiny tubes or filters which help to purify tbs
sardonic smile.
blood and keep you healthy. When they get
After this date I will not be re
“I’m all right,” he stubbornly tired and don t work right in the daytime, sponsible for any bills which I do not
many people have to get up nights. Frequent contract myself, personally.
protested. But his voice w’as thin or
scanty passages with smarting and burning
R J. Leonard
sometimes shows there is something wrong
with weakness.
Rockland. Aug. 18.
79*81
with your kidneys or bladder. Don't neglect
“Let’s see,” challenged Lynn, this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.
DENTAL NOTICE
When disorder of kidney function permits
with her bag already open. Each
During the Summer and Fall will
matter to remain in your blood, it make appointments for Tuesdays and
movement was quick and decisive i poisonous
may also cause nagging backache, rheumatie Fridays. 7DR J. H. DAMON. Dentist
as she examined her patient "Get pains, leg pains, lose of pep and energy, office over Newberry’s 5 & 10 cent
puffiness under the eyes, headaches store. 362 Main St,, Tel. 415-W.
71-tf
me water,” she commanded, with swelling,
________
Dorft
wait!
Ask
out turning her head, “water that's
i for Doan’s
REV. RUTH MATHIAS MEDIUM.’
one for over 40 five questions and reading by letter
Pills, used sui
been boiled.”
years. They give happy relief and will help Send 41, stamped envelope to 12
Dr. and Mrs. Gecrge H. Coombs.
Mrs. Cora Nash. Mrs. Celia Gross
and Mrs. Susie Jenness are at But
ter Point cottage.
Mrs. W. O'. Clark, daughter and
two grandchildren of Damariscotta
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. iL. J.
Davis.
Mrs. S. H. Weston passed the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Weston at the Burnheimer cottage,
Muscongus.
Cedric Kuhn has been promoted
to Major.
Donald Moore of Rockland visit
ed Monday at C. E. Matthews.
Fred Brummtt of Boston has
joined Mrs. Brummitt at their home
here.

THE STORY SO FAR: Just when it
looks as though Norland Airways Is
through. Cruger finds a “scientist"
named Frayne, who offers to pay well to
be flown to the Anawotto, a riser In
Canada’s barren North Country, where
he hopes to find the breeding ground cl
the trumpeter swan. This good news
helps to soften the blow when Cruger has
to tell his partner and ace flyer, Alan
Slade, that his application for oversea*
service with the army air corps has been
turned down. Slade explains that he
signed up because he thought they would
lose the business. Cruger says he has
bought a new Lockheed that will keep
thrm going for a while. He and Alan
are discussing their new client, who is
apparently not inexperienced, having re
cently returned from an expedition to
the Himalayas.
Now continue with the story.

“What was this man Frayne after
in the Himalayas?” Slade asked.
“The Great Tibetan Sheep. Karriell, he explained, was his shikari
on both occasions. But Karnell
doesn’t count. All he does, appar
ently, is supply the brawn. It's our
man of science who supplies the
brain in that outfit.”
“Wasn’t your nature-lover shoot
ing wide of the mark when he went
looking for sheep in winter? It’s in
spring and summer sheep come
down, anywhere. Every hunter
knows that.”
Cruger's chair-shift was one of
impatience.
“Don't worry about your passen
“Buyin’ diamonds for your
gers. Your business, Lindy, is fly
ing. And if you feel that dreamyeyed ornithologist is after gold, like
all the rest of them, you'll think ger’s smile.
along another line when you’ve seen
Alan Slade, jolting over the threehim. He's different. And before
summer's over, you may be sure, mile trail between McMurray and
Waterways, sat back in Cassie
he’ll be calling for supplies.”
“Should he go in there to starve?*’ Olin's taxi and let the road and Cas
sie do their worst. But Cassie, he
questioned Slade.
“He won't starve,” retorted the saw, knew how to handle her dustother. “He’s well heeled, his pa covered old jallopy, probably the
pers are in order, and the Royal most northerly taxicab, omitting
Mounted have okayed his excursion. Alaska, on the continent. For Cas
He’s carrying a lot of equipment.” sie, who had driven an Arctic dog
Cruger’s glance went to the win team in her time, was both stal
dow. “They’ll be bringing over their wart of body and resolute of . spirit.
"Where'll I be droppin’ you?”
stuff from the terminal any time
now.”
asked Cassie, as they rolled into
“Themselves?”
the town’s wooden-fronted main
Cruger nodded.
street.
“It’s too precious, apparently, for
“At Dillon, the jeweler’s,” Slade
our port boys to handle. Before sun told her.
down they’ll be stowing it aboard
“Buyin* diamonds for your girl
your 6hip, and when they do you’d
friend down the Basin?”
better stand by and check up on
Slade laughed.
their kit.”
“There’s no such animal,” he
•’Why?”
said, as he waved her good-by. But
Cruger shrugged.
he was wondering, at the moment,
“Well, let’s say it's to make sure if Lynn Morlock would be paying
he doesn’t give you an over-load.” j her customary visit to St. Gabriel's.
Slade rebuttoned his flyer's coat. She'd be wanting supplies, before
“I’ll be back from McMurray in heading north. For the North was
two hours,” he proclaimed. “And empty of much that was needed
I’ll cheek and double-check on that there. His present mission was evi
swan-stalker.”
dence enough of that. It involved,
Cruger glanced up at the route j he remembered, a wedding ring for
map on tlie wall.
a love-lorn mine-worker at El Do
“An early start tomorrow should rado. a mine-worker impatient to
give you light for landing. It won't travel in double-harness with a fullbe easy flying, remember.”
bosomed Swede waitress who an
“I’ll fly baby elephants to the swered to the name of Atlin Olga.
Pole,” Slade announced, "if it’s go
For five years now, Slade also
ing to keep this outfit on its feet.”
remembered, he had been an un
Cruger's quiet smile was that of attached shopping agent for the ex
a man with a trump card still in iles along the new frontier. He had
his hand.
taken in Christmas turkeys and ra
“But the important point,” he pur dio sets, dancing slippers and to
sued, “is that you’re not the only bacco, compasses and clock-keys.
one who didn't get to the Front this He had swapped their beaver and
throw.” He paused for a moment as muskrat pelts for layettes and cot
though to give timing to a mes ton-flannel, and exchanged white
sage too important to be lightly ut foxskins for baby food and safety
tered. “I thought you'd like to know pins. He had matched yarn and
that Doctor Morlock's daughter learned how tq spot service-weight
didn't swing in with that Red Cross silk stockings and select slips of the
unit.
right tea-rose tint. He had sleuthed
Slade turned away and looked at out needed machine parts and
tlie wall map. It was taking time, bought cough medicine and kidney
apparently, for information so un pills.
expected to be absorbed.
So the purchase of a wedding ring,
“How do you know that?” Slade and even a wedding ring of the mas
demanded with just a trace of a siveness and diameter designated
tremor in his voice.
by the impatient groom, seemed
The older man’s half-smile was merely an incident in the day’s
quickly smothered.
work. He laughed a little as he in
“It came from Morlock himself. spected the big ring in its velvet
He'd the offer of a chair in medi box.
cine at the University of Manitoba
His smile faded as he looked at
and that girl of his was set on him his watch. His plane, he remem
getting out of frontier-life flying. I bered, was awaiting his attention.
guess she felt he'd weaken if she He turned and looked about for Cas
stepped out and went over-seas. But sie's taxi. He wtis still diffidently
the old boy stuck to his guns. He searching the t dusty street ends
said he was needed in tlie North when he heard his name called.
and would die with his boots on. I “Alan!”
And that meant only one thing for a ! It quickened his pulse. For he
girl like that. It meant she had to knew that calling voice belonged to
stick to her dad.”
Lynn Morlock, even before he
Even Cruger could smile a little ' caught sight of her between the
at the newer light that crept into loungers fringing the shop fronts.
the Viking eyes.
She was, he saw, almost mining
“So she's not going to England,” along the none too even sidewalk.
Slade repeated.
Her hair, close-clipped and boy-like,
“No, she's flying to Coronation shone mahogany-brown in the sun
with her father tomorrow,” Cruger light and she carried her familiar
said, as he picked up the envelope. first-aid bag. There was neither
Slade's glance remained preoccu- ’ alarfn nor excitement on her face.
pied. He had the look of a tired But there was resolution in her
swimmer who had unexpectedly stride.
found solid ground under his feet j “Alan, come with me, quick,” she
Even the sunlight outside, when he called over her shoulder, without
swung open the door, seemed a lit slackening her pace.
tle brighter. For there wasn't, after
“What's happened?” Alan asked
all. to be a wide Atlantic between as he swung in beside her.
him and Lynn Morlock.
“There’s been a fight,” she said,
He drew a.deep breath and turned between breaths. “There's a man
back to Cruger.
bleeding to death. At least that’s
“You're right about this outfit” the word they sent."
he said. “We're going to keep her
“Where is he?" asked Slade.
going.”
They turned up a side street,
He swung the door shut on Cru- where the idlers, both Indian and
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Tired Kidneys
Often Bring

Sleepless Nights

(To be continued)

the 15 mike of kidney tubes flush out poisonwnate from your blood. Get Doas.s Pills.
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reply assured.
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Prompt
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SENTEIUCRANE'S

You
probably
pay. your bills
promptly
(the great majority of our
customers do)
... but in case you have not yet

paid the bill you received from us
Aug. 1st for July purchases

do it at once
. .

. otherwise the government

requires us to “freeze” your ac

count until the balance due is paid

or until special arrangements are
made. We like your business and

we don’t want anything to inter

fere with our serving you.

COMING SOON—AUGUST FUR SALE

0%

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

TO LET

FOR SALE
1941 Special Deluxe Chevrolet Se
dan for sale; good rubber for cash.
Tel 713 R RAYMOND CROSS
82 84
PIANO. Radio and electric stove
for sale at 59 MASONIC ST.. Tel. 1122.
82-lt

MAN'S bicycle for sale, extras and
tire, price $60 TEL. 571, 130 Limerock
St.
82 84
EXCELLENT blueberry land for sale.
65 acres. Apply LAURENCE ESANCY.
South Warren. Maine.
82*84
NEW milch cow for sale. ALBERT
BURTON. Spruce Head
82-84
THREE saddle horses for sale—
either ride or drive MRS BERNARD
NELSON, Tally-Ho Stables, Rockland.
Tel. 811-W._____________________ 82*84
MARY Thurston home. Spruce and
School Sts., also Jennie Hartford home
on Rt. 1 for sale Inquire MAYNARD
INGRAHAM. Rockport
82-84
'39 CHEVROLET town sedan for
sale; excellent condition; radio, heat
er. 4 new tires; 6 GREEN STREET.
Thomaston.
81*83
SIXTEEN
registered
Shropshire
sheep for sale; priced
right for
qulok sale. Call or write SAM SMALL.
Tel 57-R or 733 M city
81*83
FORD Fordor Sed-<n. 1939 for sale,
$500 cash. Good rubber. TEL 633-R
or call at 183 Broadway
81 ‘83
ATTRACTIVE
country
home;
3
acres of land; 7 rooms; cq,y water;
near Rockland
F H WOOD. Court
House. Rockland.
81-82
9-ROOM house In Rockland, very
nice
location;
arranged
for
two
families. Let your tenant pay for the
house. Low price for good home. F.
H. WOOD, Court House, Rockland.
__________________ ________ ______ 8182
NEW crop of delicious comb and ex
tracted honey for sale
GEORGE T.
NEWBERT. 11 High street. ThomasSEAOOaA" Farm for sale, on tarvla
road, cnly IV2 miles to village of
Friendship; 10 miles to Thomaston:
old fashioned, one-story house, 7
pleasant rooms; electricity, telephone.
R. F. D.; school bus, 66 ft barn, milk
room; 2 good poultry houses; 35 acres
tillage. 63 acres pasture and wood;
borders tide water; attractive Sum
mer home, or profitable general farm
near coast resorts. Only $2500. terms.
Inquire FEDERAL LAND BANK OF
SPRffNOFELD. representative. R
L
NESS, 165 Main street. Waterville.
Phone 2390_____
80-82
LOBSTER Boat for sale, three years
old. length 34 ft., beam 11 ft . draft 3
ft., 35 h.p. Walker Shaw engine, ma
rine conversion, same age as boat.
Price $800 cash. D W. AMES. Matini
cus, Maine.
78-83
SMALL house and shed for sale, 2
lots land, price $350: also another
large camp. 3 lots land, price $200 at
Pleasant Gardens. Rockland
To he
sold rent plan
V F STUDLEY 283
Main St , City. Tel. 1154 or 330.
76-tf
HOME of the late Alvah J. Lineken
for sale. 17 Dunn St . Thomaston Ex
cellent condition. Ten rooms. Slate
roof. Oarage.. Price reasonable. Apply to FRANK D ELLIOT.
76 tf
DESIRABLE property for sale in
Camden, to settle estate J. HERBERT
GOULD. Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden.
_____________ __________
69tf
D. & H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$15.50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
$10.25 ton del. M. B <fc C. O. PERRY,
419 Main St.. Tel 487
75 tf

FOR

ROOMS to let. Home comfort: 120
CAMDEN STREET.
82-84
FOUR rooms with flush to let. un
furnished, 8 LAUREL ST.. City 82*84
TENEMENT to let at 62 Summer
St. Available after Sept. 14. FRAN
CES H. PERRY. Tel. 186-R.
81tf
TENEMENT to let at 15 Rockland
St.
Electricity. flush toilet, fine
condition.
Apply DAVID BHAFiEh
15 Rockland St.
80 82

SIX-ROOM furnished apt. to let at
56 Talbot Ave. Inquire at 56 TALBOT
AVENUE.__________ _________________ 76tf
TWO furnished apts. to let. Te!
330 of 1154, V. F. STUDLEY, 273
Main St.
74-tf

WANTED
GIRL or woman wanted six fore
noons a week.
TEL. 921-R.
82*84

WAITRESSES wanted, experienced
or inexperienced PARAMOUNT RES
TAURANf, 377 Main St.. Rockland
7, '_________________________ 82*81

CAPABLE
WOMAN
wanted
for
general housework to go to Milan.
Tenn. Two In family. Nice place for
right
party.
References required
Tel 874 W MRS. W. S. KENNISTON
176 Main St.
82-tf
LADY'S bicycle wanted. TEL. WAR
82—84

—REN.
----2-1J.
-1—_

NEW or used tires, 600-16. In good
condition wanted
Write price and
condition, to L. D.. BOX. 599. City
82-84
SMALL
dog
wanted.
preferably
cocker spaniel. Write P. O. BOX 2
City.
_________________________ 82*lt
MIdRJ aged woman wants house

keeping position, good cook. MAR
GARET MAYHEW. 91 Tillson Ave
City._______________________________ 81*83
GIRL ^wanted for general studio
work v toll at ROCKLAND PHOTO
STUDld| 439 Main St.________ 81*83
PRIVATE used Ford sedan wanted
must not be later than 1938 mode
66 PLEASANT ST. Rockland
81*83
MOTHER'S helper wanted.
Apply
In p< rsda at 48 TALBOT AVE
81 83
GIRL nvanted for general house
work; no cooking TEL 299 W 81-83
LADY'S bicycle wanted.
TEL 626
192 Limerock street.____________
81-33

ONE PIPE furnace wanted, in good

condltWh- TEL. 684 M._________ 81-33
GIRL .wanted for care of two chil
dren Call Sat. from 9-2 p. m. HELEN
HOBBS. 745 Main street.________ 80 82
SMALL house wanted, furnished
preferred, within 2 miles of city. Write
P. O BO 132.________________
80 82
WOMAN or capable girl wanted to
help with light housework
Adults
ADA FEYLER, Waldoboro. Tel. 148 3
80*82

—-

- • ■ •*■

---- — -

YOUNG girl wanted for housework
and care of children
Write MASSA
CHUSHTTB. care Courler-Oazette

80*82

PERMANENTS at your home
Au
gust special $8 oil permanent
EVA WEAVER. Tel. 67-R
80-tf
INDIAN HEAD pennies wanted
A
F HERSEY. South Bristol. Maine
80*82

JUNK of all kinds wanted

met»L.

scrap Iron. rags.
MORRIS GORDO'6 Tea St.. Rockland. TeL 967 W

79*81

ICTORY
BUY
UNITED STATES

BONDS * STAMPS

YOUNG man wanted at FLINT-’
MARKET, 276 Main street.
78 tf
LISTINGS wanted for small houses
5 to 7 rooms. Have several customers
to pay cash for dseirable residential
and farm property. L. A THURSTONTel 1159.
70-tf
FURNTTURE wanted to upholster.

called for and delivered. T J. FLEM
ING, 19 Birth St., Tel 212 W. )5-t(

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday
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VINALHAVEN
£ « Aft
MRS. OSCAR LANE
Correspondent
R
«
Telephone 8-5

RANE'S

Milton Wessel, U.S.N., is guest

week of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
at their home in Augusta.
’ Mrs Fred Burns has moved Into
a V. Vinal apartment in Car
d's block.

At, the morning service in Union
church Sunday, the pastor, Rev.
carles Mitchell, will preach on the
^ject ‘ The Holy Spirit the Source
< Mew Life.” The theme for the
gening meeting will be “The Result
,< Belief.” There will be special
Jlecticiis by the choir.
Edward MacDonald has returned
,.jm Camden and is at the home of
y son Ted MacDonald.
Miss Elizabeth Creed of Balti
more i guest of her sister, Mrs. L.

Tity of our

do)

f Smith.

Mr and Mrs. David Bolsjoly, Donsi “ids and Miss Anne Rautie
» Qumcy, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
ydrew Johnson.
William Ready went Tuesday to
Yarmouth after a visit with Rev.
,nd .Mrs. Charles Mitchell.
” Mr and Mrs. Ronald Gillis - of
jlorth Haven were guests Tuesday
j; her mother, Mrs. Edith Vinal.
Miss Carolyn Calderwood is home
om Bangor for a few days’ visit
jrith her father, Austin Calderwood.
Mrs. Carrie MacDonald, who has
jeer, guest of Walter Mills, went
Tuesday to Port Clyde to visit rela
tes before returning to Worcester,
Mass.
James Middleton and daughter
Eeanor. who have been at the home
•1 [of Mrs. Sada Robbins, returned
Tuesday to New York.
Pvt Calvin Vinal has returned to
Fort Monroe, Va., after ten days’
furlough.
Mrs. Maude Pillsbury has re

have not yet
:eived from us

jrchases

once
government
e” your ac-

e due is paid

cements are
>usiness and

ng to interyou.
iUST

FUR SALE

turned to Portland, following a visit
with her mother, Mrs. Merritt Lenrest.
Mrs. William Calderwood and
daughter Delma have returned from
a visit in Portland.
Mrs. Josephine MacDonald enter
tained the Antiques Monday at
Camp Merrie Macks, Shore Acres.
Mrs. Bessie Ames, a member of the
club, who is home from Whitins
ville, Mass., was present. Supper
was served. Guests of honor were
June Fessenden of Whitinsville,
Mass., Phyllis Swears, and Mac
Gilchrist.
Grant Duall of Walpole, Mass,
is guest of Mrs. L. H. Smith.
Mrs. Ethel Courrier and son Rob
ert of Wellesley, Mass., are visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Polk.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ames have
as guests Mr. and Mrs. James Fesse nden and John Sylvia of Whitins
ville, Mass.
The following party spent Sun
day at The Falls at Dark Brook:
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Lane, 6on Timo
thy, Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway and
sons Clarence, Van and Harry.
Kenneth Black, who has been the
guest of his mother, Mrs. Annie
Black, returned Monday to Ten
nessee.
Mrs. Merle Abbott and Miss Helen
Hcpkins, who have been visiting
Mrs. Susan Hopkins, returned
Thursday to Bucksport.
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes went Thurs
day to Belfast where Mr. Sholes has
em ployment.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle and
son Albert left Thursday for their
home in Philadelphia.
Mrs. Emma Mills of Quincy,
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
H. Ccombs.
Mr and Mrs. Jack Nichols, daugh
ters Bernadette and Margaret re
turned Friday to Portsmouth, N. II.
Mrs. Annie Benner
Mrs. Annie Benner, 71, wife of
William Benner, died at her home
Aug. 23, after a long illness. She
was born in this town, daughter of

pofs/rr w*.

EFFECTIVE

r z
IT COSTS
to exceed three lines lnfor 50 cents. Additional
ents for three times. Five

»” so called I. e. advertiseto be sent to The Courlerents additional.

Oh! For a Light Lunch!
By BEULAH
Director, Seal test

LMDEN STREET

TENEMENT to let at 62 Summer
Available after Sept. 14. FRANK H PERRY. Tel. 186-R.______ 81 tf

^.TOMATOES
4

OUT that luncheon should be
“balanced”—nourishing, tempt
ing, satisfying. And one likes to
keep an eye on the budget, too.
Well, it isn't difficult. Even in these
warm days, serve a hot soup. It is
a delightful base for the rest of the
meal. An easy-to-make salad, with
thin-trimmed sandwiches, and voila!
SUMMER LUNCHEON
Vettuce and Bacon Soup
Orange and Cottage Cheese Salad
Assorted Sandwiches
Milk

LETTUCE AND BACON SOUP
1% cups finely % cup bacon, cut
chopped
in small pieces
lettuce
fLtablespoons
2 teaspoons
butter
chopped onion „ . .,
Salt and pepper 3 tablespoons
1 cup boiling
A°ur
water
1 quart milk
Combine the lettuce, onion, %

Samuel and Lydia Clark.
Mrs. Benner was a member of
Union Church, an active member
of Union Church Circle. Ocean
Bound Rebekah Lodge and L. Car
ver Relief Corps.
She is survived by her husband
and nieces, Mrs. Lydia McEachern
of Greenville Junction, and Mrs.
Patience Thompson of Roaring
Springs. Pa.
Services were held Tuesday from
the Fossett funeral home. Rev.
Charles Mitchell, pastor of Union
Church, officiated.
There were
many beautiful flowers, silent
tributes of love and esteem. Inter
ment was in Ocean View’ cemetery.
The bearers were Edwin Kit
tredge, Harry Wilson, David Dun
can and Frank Brown.
Those from out of town to attend
the services were Mrs. McEachern
of Greenville Junction, Mrs. Keith
Kittredge of Worcester, Mass., Mr.

GIVE OUR FIGHTING MEN A FIGHTING CHANCE

URL. or woman wanted six fore)ons a week
TEL 921-R.
82*84

WAITRESSES wanted, experienced
inexperienced PARAMOUNT RES
tURANT. 377 Main St.. Rockland
________________________82*84

I APABLE
WOMAN
wanted
for
neral housework to go to Milan,
inn Two In family. Nice place for
;ht
party
References
required
4 874 W MRS. W S. KENNISTON.
Main St
82-tf

S1RL wanted for general
»rk
Cal! at ROCKLAND PHOTO
TJDTO, 439 Main St.___________ 81
PRIVATE used Ford sedan wanted!
• be_later than 1988
PLEASANT ST . Rockland.
Apply
MOTHERS helper wanted.
81 83
p.rtfnat 48 TALBOT AVE.
URL wanted for general hon-^
’. no cooking TEL. 299-W. °L—
LADY'S bicycle wanted. TEL 826I ’ nerock street.
—
('NrfrFPE furnace wanted, in 8°^
r: fi Mft
TEL 684-M. ■ : ' .wanted for care of two^cb^
Call Sat from 9-2 p. m. HELEN
80 82
DBBS. 745 Main street.
___
4MALI. house wanted,
ti i' rt. within 2 miles of city. Writ*
80 82
O BO 132
WOMAN or capable girl wanted
' p with light housework
ao 1A FEYLER, Waldoboro, Tel.

.o’-Nc; girl wanted for how'**
i ' c of children
Write MAS
IF. ETTTB. care Courler-Oaaetteat your home.
peelal $8 oil permanent
\ WEAVER. TeL 67-R
NDIAN HEAD pennies wantecL
HERSEY. South Bristol.

PERMANENTS

kinds wanted^m*^1^
rap Iron, rags. MORRIS
Tea St., Rockland, Tel.
-g«84

Illustration courtosy Offlci of Wh IniormatI on
t

..........

....... k..-x-

DONATE A

Telephone Call

demands. Materials for added telephone
facilities are needed first for war.

THERE'S A SHORTAGE of time for winning
this war. Even seconds count. Telephone

service saves time. Calls you don t make
speed calls for war factories, shipyards,

military posts and naval stations.
YOU WANT to get on with the war. You

want more speed. Do you want to help.'

PARTICULARLY, make fewer non-essential

long distance calls. Please make all calls

WILL YOU MAKE at least one less tele

phone call a day, every day? Every tele

briefer. Ever)’ second you can save adds to

the speed we’ve got to have to win this war.

furniture

wanted to

lled for and delivered. T. •
IG. 19 Birth St., Tel 212 W-

75-tf

ORANGES

APPLES

LEMONS

GRAPES

LAMB LEGS

37‘

LAMB FORES

Mq(/IZ

CHICKENS

9Mea» '

FOWL

SHOULDERS

CHICKENS

. was former owner of the farm now
owned and occupied by McKay
Beverly Geyer was home from Radio.
Portland over the week-end.
Mr. Gauss of Salem, has re
Miss Patricia Cady of Albanty, N. turned to his work, leaving Mrs. I
Y., a sophomore at Barnard Col i Gauss and young daughter at Mont- i
«f/%
lege, is guest of her aunt and uncle, ' pelier. with her sister. Miss Pearl
the P. F. Broughton's, at their Lang file.
Pleasant Fields home.
HAT IS THE
I Miss Eleanor Pyne of Lynnfield,
EST DRIVE
Mass., a Wellesley Junior, has been
ROYAL CHEF SHOWS
BETWEEA) THE
visiting Carol Wheelock, at Gray
HOW TO SAVE SUGAR
ATLANTIC AND
„
House the past week.
PACIFIC OCEANS Jill, ty
James Smith, of the money-order
O popular have become the sugardepartment Boston post office, is at
saving recipes of J. P. Morgan,
Leslie Young’s on vacation.
Mrs. Marie Vannah has returned Clief Instructor, Canadian National
Answers to Quiz for Drivers
Railways, the
to Malden. Mass., and her super
man who was
A.—A cat cracker is a name for vising work at Jordan, Marsh &
chef to Their
the new fluid catalytic cracking unit Co after a three weeks’ vacation
M ajestics,
which will make 100-octane gasoline spent at her home here, with Mr.
King George
for war planes, as well as synthetic Vannah and son.
and Queen Eli
rubber raw materials. More than
Miss Orpha Killeran. R. N. has
zabeth during
thirty of these units are being Jmilt returned from Simmons college, and
their North
by the oil industry.
is at her home for a brief period,
American tour,
A.—If the bright lacquer finish of i before returning to her work as
that Mr. Mor
gan, at the re-,
your car appears dulled after it has ' superintendent in the Augusta Hos
quest of scores
been left out all night unsheltered, pital.
of American
Nora Ulmer is in Rockport with
it’s due to the dew. Tests have shown
housewives,
dew to be more injurious to the.finish her sister, Mrs. Susie Davis, who is
has
prepared
in ill health.
than either sun or rain.
an additional
Th6
Kinney
and
Tilton
families
A.—The new road across the
Chef Morgan
number of
Isthmus of Panama is 48 miles long of Billerica, Mass., who were at the sugar-saving recipes, already suc
Rockwell
cottage
for
a
week,
re

and is traveled now by army motor
turned last Tuesday. They are cessfully introduced to Canadian
vehicles.
acquaintances of Mrs. Hattie Bur National dining car patrons in the
ton and family, formerly of this United States and Canada.
CORN CAKE
* The weight of evidence, especially town, and brought messages to
from Britain and Germany, shows friends here. Luthera Burton, her
1 cup cornmegl. *4 rup molasses,
that the real brake on inflation is daughter, is vacationing at her % cup flour, % cup milk, 3!£ tea
rationing, according to the Depart home in Billerica, from her work spoons baking powder. 2 eggs. 1 tea
ment of Commerce.
in the Treasury department, Wash spoon salt. 1 ounce melted butter.
ington, D. C., while her brother is Mix and sift dry ingredients. Mix
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps busy in the South. Mrs. Burton milk, eggs well beaten, butter and
molasses; then add dry ingredi
ents. Bake in hot oven twenty
minutes. Makes about 12 servings.
RICE WAFFLES
1 cup flour, 2 teaspoonfuls baking
powder. ’A cup of cooked rice. 1
dessert spoonful melted butter, 1’4
tablespoonfuls honey, one egg, pinch
of salt. Mix and sift dry ingredients,
work in rice with tips of fingers,
add milk, yolks of eggs well beaten,
butter and whites of eggs beaten
stiff. Cook on waffle iron same as
waffles. Makes 24 waffles.
CUP CUSTARD
Xwvcd tn Cups
I’m In the Home
One pint fresh rich milk, three
ounces corn syrup, three eggs. Beat
Front Army to feed
eggs, honey or syrup well and add
milk. Pour mixture into custard
my family right!
cups, set in pan of hot water and
bake until custard is set. A variety
Government’s advice is to eat
of custards can be made by adding
one whole grain food each day.
chocolate, nut, orange, .almond or
And that is where Nabisco
lemon extracts. Serve cold with star
Shredded Wheat can help. Each other fruit; they’ll love it! Ask
of whipped cream in center. Makes
for
it
by
the
full
name
—
Nabisco
delicious biscuit is a good source
about 8 servings.
of Vitamin Bi. Serve it to the Shredded Wheat—the Original
whole family with peaches or Niagara Falls product.
Other sugar-saving recipes may
be secured by writing Chef Morgan
j in care of the Dining Car Depart
ment, Canadian National Rys.. Mon
treal, Que.
|HAT DOES
EW DO TO
YOUR CARS'
COMPLEXION

phone user in New England making even

A good

one less call a day would clear the wires

source of

for well over 1,000,000 war calls a day.

VITAMIN Bt

THE PLAIN FACT is there just aren't enough

as Nature
provides it

"iuNK of all

YOUNG man wanted at ^^^jg-tf
ARKET. 276 Main street.
----- 'jrr'
LISTINGS wanted for «?•’* £{2£ef»
to 7 rooms. Have several rn ^?ntial
pav cash for dselrable r*?‘ ^fj.
id farm property. L. A- THU
d 1159.__________
"TSsteL

PEACHES

CUSHING

S

WANTED

B aged woman wants house
g position, good cook.
MARr MAYHEW. 91 Tillson Ave.
81*83

The Summer musical season breathtaking, and there are treas
comes to a clc^e with the cone” ures undreamed of to see, although
Sept. 2 at the Captain Eells Boat many choice things have been re
Barn, Rockpcrt, a brilliant climax moved for safe keeping for the
of a notable series of events. For duration.
this concert, which will benefit thI recall so well an afternoon re
Rockport Christmas Fund, the art cital I heard in the tapestry room
ists will be Mme. Elisabeth Schu The artists were a pianist and a 331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
FREE PARKING
mann, soprano; Mme. Lea Lubo- violinst, two young women whose
shutz, violinist; The Curtis String names have gone from my memory.
Quartet; Edith Evans Branu, pi They were excellent musicians, but
anist;-and leo Rcsenek and Vladi more firmly ensconced in my me
mir SokolofT as accompanists for mory is the room itself. Large,
Mme. Schumann and Mme. Lubo- shadowy, dimly lighted, a softly
shutz, respectively. Tickets, priced Burning fire on the hearth,—all siNATIVE SOLID RED RIPE
at reasonable figures, may be pro i lence except the sound of music
TOMATOES ARE ONE OF THE EASIEST
cured at the Champney Studio in and the sigh of the fire.
VEGETABLES TO
Rockport and at the Village Shop It has amazed me to talk with
CAN u. AT THIS
y'lTORY FOOD S?eci/,
in Camden.
many people living in Boston or
fol PRICE IT'S WORTH LB ■
• • * •
in the suburbs who have never
YOUR WHILE
V-/
The latest issue of Musical visited this wonderful Museum—it
America carres a most interesting seems incredible that so much
article on the Isabelle Stewart beauty and so much of educational
teaspoon salt and a few grains of Gardner Museum which many of value can remain right “under one’s
FANCY FREESTONE
pepper and cook in the boiling us have visited when in Boston. nose” and not be visited, particu
LBS
VITAMINS A, C, G
water for about 10 minutes. Do no) Probably there are many who do larly new when there Ls no admit
drain. Fry the bacon and drain on not know the story behind this tance fee.
The court garden is
CALIFORNIA VALENCIA
unglazed paper. Melt the butter in marvelous Museum. Grace May something to linger in memory all
DOZ
VITAMINS A, BI, C, G
Stutsman,
who
wrote
the
article
life.
It
changes
with
the
seasons
a double boiler, add the flour and
mix well. Add the milk gradually mentioned, tells briefly this story. —flowers in keeping with the time
It seems that Isabelle Stewart of year. When I saw it, it was
NATIVE GRAVENSTEIN
and cook, stirring constantly until
LBS
VITAMINS A, C, G
thickened. Add % to
teaspoon Gardner, an ardent lover of mu Spring, and there were acacias
salt, a few grains of pepper and sic and a devoted patron of art, everywhere. There is a memorial
JUICY CALIFORNIA SUNKIST
the lettuce mixture. Reheat. When descended from a long line of illus arch for Mrs. Gardner and each
FOR
trious
forbears,
noted
for
their
year
on
her
birthday
it
holds
an
VITAMIN C
serving sprinkle bacon over the achievements in art, music and apron of flowers—I think nastursitop. Six servings.
letters. Mrs. Gardenr’s enthusi ums, which was her favorite flower.
CALIFORNIA SEEDLESS
» * * *
asm for objects d’art was shared
LBS
ORANGE AND COTTAGE
•VITAMINS A, C
by
her
husband.
John
Lowell
Gard

Zlatko
Balokovic,
violinist,
now
CHEESE SALAD
ner, Jr., and together they planned an all-year-round resident of Cam
4 to G oranges 1 to 116 cups cot- the home in the Fenway to be a den, was recently named chairman
CARROTS
Lettuce or other
tage cheese
composite replica, one might say, of the American Jugoslav Congress,
7ITAMINS
greens
Mayonnaise or
GENUINE 1942 SPRING
of the Venetian palaces so familiar representing over three-quarters of A, C, G
2>cs 15c
Strawberries
French dressing to each of them through long asso a million people.
• # * *
Slice the oranges and arrange on ciation and years of residence
Lawrence
Tibbett.
baritone of
abroad.
Although
they
got
ma

lettuce or other greens. Garnish
BEETS
the
Meropolltan.
is
recovering
from
terials
and
furnishings
for
the
with strawberries cut in half or
a
spine
injury
which
happened
at
YITAMINS
building
from
Paris,
Munich.
Nusliced. Pile cottage cheese at the
VITAMINS
A, C
Florence, Rome and Na a swimming party on July 25. In
LB
side and serve with mayonnaise or remburg,
ples, it was from Venice that the making a broad jump Mr. Tibbett
b, e
French dressing. Six servings.
most choice marble columns and slipped and fell on a stone. He
capitals, stone arched windows, has been assured by his physicians
and Mrs. Otis Benner. Henry Ben fountains, iron grills, textiles, furni if he rests sufficiently, he will not
ner and Arthur Benner of Noble ture and other atricles too numer have to miss any of his concert
BONED AND ROLLED
IF DESIRED
ous to mention, were brought to engagements.
LB
boro.
♦
A
*
«
VITAMINS B, G
America. The house, known as
Fenway Court, was formally opened
Rudy Vallee, dance orchestra
FRESH NATIVE - BROIL, FRY OR
on New Year’s Day, 1903. Mrs. leader and radio star, joined the
ROAST - VITAMINS B, C, G
LB
Gardner died In 1924, and by her Coast Guard on Aug. 17 as a band
2 TO 3% LB AVERAGE
FOR
will, Fenway Court became the master with the rank of chief petty
property of trustees, to be held and officer. Vallee is 41 years old. He
yX'
FANCY FRESH LARGE - VITAMINS B, C, G
LB
operated as a museum “for the edu enlisted in the Navy at the age
4 TO 6 LB AVERAGE
cation
and
enjoyment
of
the
pub

of
15,
just
before
the
World
War,
■tea
lic forever.” It is maintained by and passed three months in the
IMONED . MILD, LEAN,
BY Jf U//MY{SrW~MrMIOr/l/£
SUGAR CURED
LB
MUMrfJVKA/f OVHW. &5VMtPtZ7ZJX the endowment established by Mrs. service before his age was dis
VITAMINS B, G
Gardner and since 1925 the palace covered. He was shipped home. In
has been open regularly to the pub 1934 he was commissioned a lieu
FRESH NATIVE - FOR ROASTING
lic four days a week, excepting tenant commander in the Naval
4 TO 4‘*» LB AVERAGE
^)hat IS A
LB
VITAMINS B, C, G
through August.
Reserve.
He will be stationed
The hours are 10 to 4 cn week temporarily at the San Pedro op
days and 1 to 4 Sunday. The erating base and will be in charge
‘cat cracker*
IDEAL FOR SANDWICHES LB
beauty of the court garden is of the Coast Guard Band.

f

wanted.
preferably
Write P. O. BOX.Z^

telephone facilities for all the war-time

One-atop ahoppinr at Firat National, with yooi
neighbor*, aavea time, money and tirea. Firat
National efficiency aaaurea appetixing meals and
cuta food costs.

SUPER-MARKETS

WO furnished apts. to let. Tel.
or 1154, V. F STUDLEY, 273
n St.
74-tf

i
dog
panlel.

Music

. ■ 7

FIRST NATIONAL

SIX-ROOM furnished apt. to let at
Talbot Ave. Inquire at 56 TALBOT
I'ENUE
76tf

W or used tires, 600-16, In good
Ilion wanted
Write price and
itlon. to L D. BOX. 599. City.
82-84

HOME of SAVINGS

j

ENEMENT to let at 15 Rockland
Electricity, flush toilet, fine
dttlon
Apply DAVID SHAFTER.
Rockland St.
80 82

DY'S bicycle wanted. TEL. WAR_
2-11____________________
82 84

TO THE

by Gladyt St. Clair Heistad

Home comfort: 120
_________ 82-84

FOUR rooms with flush to let. un
|rnisht«i_ 8 LAUREL ST . City. 82*84

Realm or

V. GILLASPIE
Laboratory Kitchen

-.j:''

TO LET
rooms to let

Page Five

l^HEAT

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE A TELEGRAPH CO.

Baked by NABISCO

NAT'ONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Brown: “M.v wife and I are try
ing to get up a list of club maga
zines. You see. by taking three
you get a discount.”
Jones: “How are you making
out?”
Brown: ’“The way I figure it out
we can get one that I don’t want,
and one th&t she doesn’t want, and
one that neither wants, all for
*2-50. “
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
WondersJ

SPICED HAM
FRANKFURTS

FOR A QUICK LUNCH

LB

STEAK COD
LB

19c

EGGS
PICKLES

GINGER ALE
OCEAN SPRAY
BEST
PILLSBURY'S FLOUR
BREAD
FAMILY FLOUR FINAST
FRUIT COCKTAIL FINAST

MAYONNAISE
TOMATO JUICE
SALTINES
VINEGAR

cereavs
oatmeal

a ft ©X o 7
fcpKGsXt

C

FINAST

46 oi
TINS

EDUCATOR

FINAST

CRISCO
GERBW?’

FINAST

3 LB
TIN

Vi^'y

CHEESE
LB 31«

Agocf 12
Monlht

CEREAE

your

COUNTRY NEEDS
OMMGUO
Wis*. riR)N til

Mttixi

*»•

M"'.l.'n,rc..1.-"'

oi
2I4
Finast Ketchup
BOTS 25C
Finast Honey pure bee s i6»x jar 22c
Dole's Pineapple Gems
Tomatoes
2
33c
_______________
RICHMOND
Xj
..
sardines in pure olive oil »<>« tin i vc
Sweet Relish timberlake Jar 19c
c ||BARS 20c
Sweetheart Soap
Foss Vanilla
2 or BOT 31c

IVORY SOAP
MEDIUM
6C
BAR
PAG SOAP
2 bars

DUZ
I LGE
i PKGS'

Tuesday-Fridav
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I

Tue^y-Friday

Scarcity of lumber in Europe ha

will soon return to her home, in
new interest in the prob
A Talented Harpist
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE developed
Beach Bluff, Mass., after spending
lem
of
reducing
wood waste, accord-'
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
THOMASTON
two weeks here. After dinner the
ing to the Department of Com-|
Answer
to
this
puzzle
on
page
four
party retired to the home of Mrs.
ZX
tnerce.
/N /N ZN Z\
««««
x-s
xs
Audience At Eells Boat Barn
A ZS ZS A
Elliot, where cards furnished en
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
NAOMA MAYHEW
joyment. Others invited ♦ere Miss
IQ II
4
ADELLE M. HOES
4
Inspired By Miss Mel5
9
z
1
3
7 a
Buy War Savings Bonds and StampsAnna
Dillingham
and
her
house
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
linger
’
s
Music
ZX ZX
ZX
«uest. Mrs. Elizabeth Collins, of
ZX ZX
zx
14
A A A A
zx ZX zx zx
13
New York City, Miss Margaret Jor
jjjss Molly Welker wa
Probate Notices
Thrcugh
invitations
issued
by
Tel. 2229
Tel. 713
dan, Mrs. Marie B. Singer, Mrs.
Tel. 94
16
16
Lnor
at a surprise i. ;
17
STATE OF MAINE
The
Chamber
Music
Society
music
Florence Oardiner and Mrs. Mau
r’
by
the “Sub D
To
all
persons
Interested
In
elthelovers
were
privileged
to
hear
rice Derry of Rockland. Mrs. Alan
ot the estates hereinafter named
Mrs. Henry Newbert of Central
‘Sint at the Welker
21 22
Mrs. Frances Frullo and daugh- E;eanor Mellinger, head of the
Mrs. Helen Hahn returns Satur Bird of Rockland was invited but
20
19
At a Probate Court held at R ;<■).;
ter, Arline, returned Sunday to Harp Department of' Stephen’s street fell in her home Monday
/ech street. As a spe
day from Worcester, Mass., after unable to attend.
W
land, ln and for the County of Km \
Jacqueline Lemonr.
being guest of her sister, Mrs.
their home at Waltham, Mass af- college. Mo., in a program of suffering serious injuries about the
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_____
SOUTH WALDOBORO
ESTATE
PHILBRICK
and sister Mrs. Almon Bird of edged
Mass., who is visiting her brother Aaron A. Clark, Alton C. Foster, esting meeting was held at the
tors
and
on
the
dates
hereinafter
,
late
of
Rockland,
deceased.
Sec
r.d
companists
before
the
public
today.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harding Union, Me.
TONIGHT GRAND I I
and sister-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. N. William J. White, Edward B. New Town Hall Tuesday to consider
—
an(j Final Account presented for
Mr. Sokoloff has won signal notice named:
Earl Pettingill recently received also by similar work, particularly LIZZIE M. AMES, late of Thom- ! ’•’’owsnee by Ralph P. C. nan;
F. Andrews, is spending the week combe, W. B. Holder and Mr. Green various matters in connection with and granddaughter, Betty, of Authe Civilian Defense program. The burndals, Mass., are vacationing at an injury to one hand from an ice wth Efrem Zimbalist, famous vi aston. deceased. Carlton E. Morse of Trustee.
in Camden, guest of her sister, Mrs. and Mr. Holder.
FRIDAY-SAT! KI)Al|
was appointed executor on | ESTATE ENOCH I CCOK. late f
The soldier member of the Choral outlying sections of the town. Glen the Harding Summer home.
Frank Carroll.
pick resulting in blood poisoning, olinist, for whom he has been ac Rockalnd
JOHNNY
MACK BRO5
July 30, 1942 without bond.
, Tenant’s
Harbor.
deceased
Fir-,:
Mrs. Stella Collamore who has which required hospital treatment companist for several seasons.
Garnold Cole has accepted a po Society, William T. Smith, Jr., was Cove. Rockville, West Rockport and
W.
WILDER
MARSH,
late
of
Hope
Plnl>l
»
,
'"
r
>unt
rre«ented
for
a.
sition as Science Teacher at Wills present and was heartily greeted. Simonton, were well represented in been employed in Rockland, has re this week.
px.v.u very reasonably, deceased. Edna M. Payson of Rack- lowance by Ella C. Davis, Executrix
Tickets, priced
Several selections were rendered by the audience. Frederick Richards, turned home.
boro, N. Y.
on sale at The Village Shnn in
Waf “Wanted Administratrix |
ESTATE J. E KINNEY, late < f St.
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Hall have are
are on sale at ine village Shop m c.t.a on August 11, 1942. and qualified George, deceased. First and Final a
Horace B. Bcunre who was at received a cablegram from their Camden
chief air raid warden presided, and
Sen. and Mrs. Albert Elliot and the male voices.
and at the Champney Stu by filing bond on same date.
ccUnt presented for allowance by
The hostess was assisted by the in a concise manner, presented the the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin son, Staff Sergeant George Hall dio in Rockport.
family are at their cottage, HaAll seats are re MARJORIE A. BROW, of North Sarah E. Caddy, administratrix
women
of
the
church
In
serving
■
problems
confronting
the
local
CiWallace
for
a
few
days,
returnee
thorns Point, for a week.
telling of his safe arrival in Great served. Aside from the delight the Hav^n. Florence M. Brown of North
ESTATE FLORENCE S
ATKINS,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lufkin, the refreshments. Songs for all. Ivilian Defense officials in carrying Monday to Providence.
Haven was appointed Guardian on late of West Hartford. Conn
Britain.
df
August 4, 1942 and qualified by filing ceased. First and Final account pre
Cushing, are occupying the apart with Mr. Teague at the piano, closed out a successful air raid test, such
Miss Edith Winchenbach of New
bond
on
August
II,
1942.
sented
for
allowance
by
The
Tave!er«
as failure of citizens to extinguish I York City is passing a vacation
ment at Mrs. Evelyn Show’s house. a delightful occasion.
SAMUEL L. WARREN, of Vinalha Bank and Trust Company of Har:
NORTH WALDOBORO
house lights, faulty warning sig-' at the home of her cousin, Mrs
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot and Mrs.
ven. A. Everett Libby of Vinalhaven ford. Connecticut. Executor
Lee Walker entertained at dinner Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps nals, lack of sufficient number of, Edna Dyer.
Miss Clarissa Miller was home
was appointed Conservator on August
SPY SMASHER NO
ESTATE WjLLIAM F. WOOD, late of
11. 1942 and qualified by filing bond Rockland, deceased. First and Final
wardens at report center and sector I Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver of Saturday night and Sunday frein
at the Knox Hotel. Wednesday, in
NEWS
(ARK)
on August 11. 1942
Account presented for allowance by
posts. These points were discussed Orff’s Corner were callers Sunday the State Hospital in Augusta,
honor of Miss Ruth Blodgett, who
Read The Courier-Gazette
George
B
Wood,
administrator
ISAIAH B. OSIER of Friendship.
SUNDAY-MONDA’i
together with means of overcom- at Edward Reed’s.
where she has employment.
Carl L. Pales of Friendship was ap
ESTATE M ELLA COPELAND late
i ing same. Earl Achorn explained | Mr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Vogel
Frank Stetson has shown the
pointed Conservator on August 11. of Thomaston, deceased
1 4
First and
1942 and qualified by filing bond on Final Account presented for all
the new method suggested for deal- visited recently at Alvin Wallace’s. writer, W. R. Walter, a paper, “The
August 12, 1942.
ing with incendiary bombs, the
-----------------ance
by
Leila
W.
Smalley.
Executrix
Zion’s Advocate” printed in Port
could a plane just disappear
U. G. PEASE, late of Hope, deceased.
ESTATE MAUDE E PE.ASLEF late
use of solid stream in preference Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps land, Jan. 1, 1840. It is well pre
like that? Alan Slade knew
H?P« was appointed i of Vinalhaven. deceased ‘ First
!
served and the reading legible.
X On
19^2 without Final Account presented for
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Alter

Park Theatre, Sunday and Monday

Victory you'll

New under-arm
Cream Deodorant

need many

safely

things. Save

Stops Perspiration

lor them now

it couldn’t happen, and he
also knew that he had to
find that plane or Norland

Airways was through.
But that’s only the
beginning cf his

troubles.

and be sure
ol them

Your Doctor soys
"DON'T WORRY

Arrrd » ’ '
. tQOi
deodo.on'
Aiinq

1.

Does not rot dresses or men’s
shirts. Does not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be
used right after shaving.
3* Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Prevents odor.
4. A pure, white, greaseiess,
stainless vanishing cream.
5. Awarded Approval Seal Amer
ican Institute of Laundering -harmless to fabrics. _

Our investors just can't
worry about the safety
of savings at work here

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOO?. STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
Ruth Hussey appears to be a little concerned over the attention John
Carroll seems to be paying Evelyn Ankers in “Pierre of the Plains”

*JO> ky a)ar today at aay Moca MUlag
•

STRINGER
FAIL TO READ IT

IN THIS PAPER

EDWARD C. PAYSON, late of Rock
land. deceased.
Gertrude A. Payson
of Rockland was appointed executrix
on August IB, 1942. without bond.
LELAND J. JOHNSON, late of Appie ton, deceased. Grace H. Johnson
i of Appleton was appointed executrix
on August 18. 1942. without bond.
WALTER F. RICH, late of Isle au
Haut. deceased. Ava M Rich of Isle
au Haut was appointed admlnlstratrlx on August 18. 1942 and qualified
by filing bond on same date.
r
CORYDON S. STAPLES, late
North Haven, deceased.
Leon
C
Staples of Stamford. Conn, was appolnteed administrator Rn August 18,
1942, without bond
I. E. Simpson
of North Haven appointed. Agent ln
Maine.
MARY L. CLOUGH, late of Rcck
land, deceased.
Alan L. Bird of
Rockland was appointed executor on
August 18. 1942 and qualified by filing
bond on August 18. 1942.
ELLA M. EATON, late cf Rockport,
deceased.
Theodore B. Lafolley of
Rockport was appointed executor on
August 18. 1942 without bond.
WILLIAM O. YATES, late of War
ren, deceased.
Carrie E Yates of
Warren was appointed executrix on
August 18, 1942. without bond.
HENRY J. AM-feks. late of Matinicus,
deceased.* J. Dana Knowlton of Owl's
Head was appointed administrator
d.b.n.c.t.a. on August 18. 1942. and
qualified by filing bond on same date.
KENNitx'H SEARLES, late of Rock
land. deceased. Kathryn H. Kimball
of Kittery. Maine, was appointed ad
ministratrix on August 14. 1942 and
qualified by filing bond on August
21. 1942.
Attest:

WILLIS R. VINAL.
Register.

toilet gaaa* (aiaa la 1O« aad 59( Jara)

,

82 F-86

ance by Leon W Sanborn. Execut :
ESTATE MAUDE E. PEASLEE la’.f
of Vinalhaven, deceased
Petltfi ■; t- r
Confirmation of Trustee, a king ’
Leon W Sanborn of Vinalhaven be
confirmed as Trustee cf the estate
Elven ln Trust for the belief
ot
Clinton Smith and We-ton Smi '• ■
Brookline. Mass , presented bv D'n
W Sanb°m- executor
ESTATE LUCY A VENNFR la’.f
Thomastcn.
deceased. Petition fcr
. administratrix, d.b.n.c t a . with b. :
, Dorothy A. Jones of Rockland or t’
i other suitable person, be 8PP >h“'J
i Administratrix, d.b.n with bond
I ESTATE LINCOLN H. YOUNG
Rockport, deceased
Petition l '
Administration
d.b.n.
esking that
Alena L. Young of Rockland, cr
other suitable person, be app<i.:ed
Administratrix d.b.n. with bond
ESTATE EMMA L. SHAW late f
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
t°t
Administration asking that Louis S
Ingraham, of
Rockland, cr - mJ
person,
! other suitable P
5.’?°n. be Japp< : ' “
1 ac^rn*nlstratrlx- without bond
ESTATE NELLIE E. BEAN, late •
Thomaston, deceased.
Petition fy
Llceqse to sell certain real e.-’ate
situated ln Thomaston, and fully de'
scribed ln said petition, and fo- t>structlons regarding proceeds
from, presented by Fred Burnham of
Thomaston, Trustee.
ESTATE MARY N. THURSTON ' J
of Rockport, deceased.
Petition ■ 1 r
license to sell certain real estate
uated ln Rockport and fully de
ln said petition, presented by
C. Ingraham of Rockport, admit tstrator. c.t.a
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR 1 ;
quire. Judge of Probate Court 1 r
Knox County, Rockland. Maine
Attest:
WILLIS R VINAL

•
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pt.'.,y of lumber in Europe lias
’d new interest in the probreducing wood waste, accnrn I
the Department of Com-

Mrs. -Linwood Busse 1 of West
brook has been visiting, her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Pendexl tfr, Grace street for a few days.

The Garden Club

The Concerts End

Paqe Seven
LAURA MABLE RICHARDS

,

MRS. JAMES H. CHANDLER

Death came quietly Aug. 19 to ! Mrs. Evelyn B Chandler. 21. wife
This And That
Miss Laura M. Richards after an
James H. Chandler, died in Fairillness which had confined her to field, Aug. 21. She was born in
Members Hear Interesting Curtis String Quartet Has
her Park street home since last Rockland, daughter of William and
ir Savings Bonds and Stamps
Miss Madeline Philbrick arrived
Stories From Two French
Given Splendid EnterDecember. Funeral services were Lura Preston Bragg. Survivors are
. Sunday from Woods Hole. Mass.,
held at the heme with Rev. Dr. her husband, Pvt. James H. ChandWomen
tainment In Six
j where she has been at Marine
John Smith Lcwe and Charles Ellis ler- stationed at Fort Lyons, PortProbate Notices
Biological Laboratory this Sum
effleiating.
Interment was in land; a son, Walden Chandler; her
j,;.. Molly Welker was guest of
The Rockland Garden Club met
The final concert by the Curtis
STATE OF MAINE
Russe11 E. Bartlett, Old mer.
Achorn Cemetery and the bearers Parents; a sister. Mrs. Robert Cunser
at
a
surprise
birthday
party
Tuesday
afternoon
at
the
home
of
String Quartet took place Sunday
County road, has returned from a
ll persons Interested in eltx !
were Maynard and Kenneth Wig ningham; a brother. William Bragg
Mrs. Maurice F Lovejoy, Talbot night at the Eells Boat Bam. be
by the "Sub Debs” Monday three
| tates Hereinafter named nprl
weeks
’
visit
at
the
home
of
Thirteen
girls
enjoyed
a
sail
to
gin, Seymour Cameron and Ever and her paternal grandmother,
,.lt a- the Welker home on
avenue, with 22 members present. fore a large and distinguished au
Probate Court held at
Ncrth
Haven
and
Vinalhaven
t
JT
Lieut.
Charles
H.
ett
Blethen, cousins of the de- Mrs. Mary Bragg, all of Rockland.
' nid for the County of v,
. ■ Js ;reet. As
Mrs.
J.
Albert
Jameson
presided.
a special guest Lowe, West Falmouth, Mass.
.
dience.
The
members
of
the
Sunday
on
the
boat
“
Islander.
”
In
eighteenth day of August
ceased, and John H. McLcon and Mrs. Mary Preston of® South Union.’’
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood gave a
Lemonnier told
Jir of our Lord one thoutJ'il .. Jacqueline
Brodsky
and
the party were Ina Anderson of general outline of the work in Quartet—Jascha
David G. Hodgkins, representing
,-unes and danced in a native
By
K.
S.
F.
lundred and forty-two and h
Services were held Monday afterMiss Mabel Spring entertained at Bath, Arline Nelson. Dorothy progress for the Victory Garden Charles Ja fe. violins. Max AronA. C. McLocn & Co. bv which the
Iment from day to da’- from »2yl stume from Tahiti.
Refresh
jnth day of said August
'rt'l es were served, including a 'uncheon Tuesday, Mrs. Willard Merrill, and Frances Johnson of harvest show of the Rockland ani | off. viola, and Orlando Cole, ’cello,
deceas-d
had
been
emDl-ved
fcr
n
°°
the Llttlefleld
Memorial
deceased had been employed fcr Bapntistin church,
Rev. Charles
A.
(ig matters having been
i Dart, Mrs. Anne Dart Lincoln, the Thomaston, Mrs. Charles Lunden Camden Garden clubs, which is to were at their best, playing with
••aday
cake,
and
a
social
eve“
What
does
your
young
man
do?"
two
decades
[for the action thereupon h«. I
Marstaller
officiating.
Burial
was
1 indicated it is hereby
|
was enjoyed. Those present j Rev. Father Edward Dart, all of of West Rockport, Mrs. Douglas be held in Camden, Sept. 16. Miss consummate artistry and sensitive
“He’s a girl scout.”
I Laura Richards was born Jan. ln Achorn cemetery.
| interpretation. The program was
the Misses Norma Philbrick. l the Dart-Lincoln cottage at Battery Merrill, Agnes Johnson, Bertha Alice Hanson of Camden is the
You
mean
a
Boy
Scout?
”
'
23» 1897 at Clarff Island, daught-r ; Mr. Marstaller paid tribute to
notice thereof be given to mi
j
cf
unusual
interest;
compiled
by
Mrs‘ E' D sPear and Mrs. Condon, Nancy Snow, Ruth John general chairman.
Spear, Jean Calderwood, Carol
“
No.
He's
always
scouting
for
of the late Thcmas and Elizabeth )ier faithfulness to church and
Interested, by causing a can
The speaker of the afternoon was I vote frem the five preceding con girls.”
; and Mrs. Jacqueline Lemon- Seth Low and Miss Gail Sharp of son, Hilda Spear, Mary Johnson
order to be published thre«
(Coltart) Richards
She was Sundav School, her love for God
certs,
the
most
popular
numbers
Dynamite cottage, Battery Beach. and Evelyn Gray of Rockland.
• • • *
Madame Jacqueline Lemonniere. a
successively in The Courier
graduated
from
St.
George
High and sWeet Christian life, her pa. a newspaper published
native of France, who spent three were used, with this result;
_gets its
„ name School and came to Rockland • tience in trial and her long sickThe
cormorant
I — in said County, that theMrs. Harry E. Wilbur is visit
Miss Alvalene Pierson who has years in Tahiti, where her hus Quartet In A Minor, Opus 29.
from the old French “Corp Marenc,” j where she was employed by the riess, pver think ng of others and
ipear at a Probate Court to he h Nancy McBrine, daughter of
ing her former home in Am been visiting her parents in St. band was in the French Consular
Schubert
said Rockland on the fifteenth Imeaning sea raven.
j late Fred L. Studley. Twenty-one forgetting self
Mrs.
Edgar
McBrine,
is
Allegro
ma
non
troppo
herst,
N.
S.
September. A D. 1942 at nlm
George, has returned to New service. Madame Lemonniere des Andante
years ago she entered the book- , £he was a loving and aptfreciIn the forenoon, and be heard fending two weeks in Portland,
1
York.
cribed
the
island
of
Tahiti
and
told
Menuetto
if they see cause.
dtcJ I
he is visiting Mrs. Guy
keeping department of the Ameri- ative daughter, a true wife and
That
lovely
poem
written
by
Mrs.
A luncheon and bridge, for the
of the customs and mode1 of living
Allegro moderato
A F NOYES, late of Rockland I Lj.e and Mrs. Harland Rawley.
Jessie Wheeler Freeman and en- can Lobster Co. and the A C. l<_yal sister who will be greatly
Dances for Harp and String
benefit
of
the
Knox
County
of
the
inhabitants,
her
recital
be

Mrs.
Frank
Radleigh
of
Wollas

id
Will and Petition for nrr,
Quartet.
Debussy ti'led “A Hymn to Maine” has been McLoon & Co., a position she filled ' missed. Bearers were her pastor,
icreof. asking that the sum,.
General Hospital auxiliary, was ton, Mass., is spending a few days ing with a keen sense of humor.
Danse sacree
Danse profane
set to music and that is very worth with marked ability until her last Rev. Charles A. Marstaller. Roger
Kirs Lewis Nickerson, South held at the home of Mrs. Earle R. at her former home in this city.
" proved and allowed and
A second speaker was Madame
Jaiie„ Putnam, collaborating
tters Testamentary issue tr
while. Mrs. Freeman is president illness forced retirement in De- Conant, Cli ford Lufkin and VerL.r, street, left Wednesday to Gowell, Tuesday afternoon, it be
Strine
Oui®*
in
G
Majoj,
Alphen, who came from LePeca.
C Noves of Rockiand, he be I
Opus III,
Brahms of the Poetry Fellowship and one lumber, 1941.
non Giles.
tjt her husband, who is stationed ing the first of a series of parties
near
St.
Germain-en-Laye,
a
few
he executor named
therein
Union Fair wa9 not held this
A’ltfcu nou troppo
of
Maine
’
s
outstanding
women
deep
j
Deceased
was
of
a
friendly,
!
Among those from out of town
Jt bond.
'•
■ Newport. R. I.
Adagio
under the auspices of the finance year, but the anniversary of it miles from Paris. She told of the
in love with all that is best and ,_gentle disposition which won her were Rev. Charles L. Cronkhite,
Jr C I.ANE. late of Vinalhav I
Un
poco
allegretto
outbreak
of
the
war
and
up
until
committee, Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell, brought a visitor who has unfail
Vivace
worth while in literary and cultural lhe large group of friends whose hospital visitor for First Baptist
Id
Will
and
Petition •
hrs Lelia F. Benner, Admontem Jr., chairman. Other members of ingly come for that event many the Maginot line failed. She and
Herbert Wortrelch, violist,
thereof, asking that the sain,, f
life.
visitations did much to smooth Church, Portland; Mrs. Mary
[
*
i
hostess
to
members
of
hundreds
of
refugees,
made
their
collaborating
proved and allowed, and that
the committee are Mrs. Cevelanti years—Charles K. Philbrick of
her invalidism. She is survived by P-eston and Jesse Preston, Union;
. \\ ,i w t nock Club for picnic din- Sleeper, Jr., Mrs. Gilmore W. Soule, Dark Harbor.
Testamentary Issue to Allie V
escape to this country. Madame
The
Schubert
Quartet
is
one
of
Glass
for
withstanding
the
explo

her mother and a sister, Mrs. Mrs. Margaret Chandler Iaiing,
it Vinalhaven, she being thel • today.
Alphen spoke in her native tongue,
Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan, Mrs.
fix named
therein.
without
the most appealing of the mas sions of bombs at a distance of eight Luda Richards Mitchell.
Bath; (Pfc. Robert Cunningham,
the
interpretation
being
made
bv
Mrs. William H. Wincapaw of
Hervey C. Allen and Mrs. Gowell.
ter's work the Quarter has done. feet has been developed for air
Miami, Fla., Rev. and Mrs, Lloyd
A ALLEN, otherwise known |llev and Mrs. Charles E. Brooks Proceeds from these parties is to Tottenville, N. Y„ is visiting in Mrs. Sadoule, Mrs. Lemonniere and Schubert’s personality so pervades craft and other uses.
Gordon, pastor of the Church of
S ii Portlajid were overnight be used for the purchase of blank the city until Labor Day, a guest Mrs. Irene Walker. Mrs. Alphen.
RIETTA A
ALLEN, late <‘r
SOUTH HOPE
• • * •
the writing. It is of particular
field. Massachusetts, deceased
who
has
been
in
this
country
abcut
fe.-!.- of Dr. and Mrs. H V. ets
which are needed as an emer at the Butman homestead on three months, says she wants to interest to knew that this work
C. L. Dunbar and daughter Mi s the Nazarene, Union.
Hot degs have been ruled out of
lfied copy of Will and Probat,, feecdU North Main street, Mon---together with a Petition fori
gency supply at the hospital. Prizes North Main street. Captain Win help all she can on civilian de was written during the period when some of the Army camps for the Edith Dunbar were guests Sunday
of Foreign Will, asking that, | and Tuesday.
of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Emery in and family of Friendship were
capaw who came to the States with fense work.
warm
season
as
a
large
number
of
donated
by
Mrs.
Allen,
went
to
Schubert
was
ill
and
1
depressed,
y of said will may be allowed
(-week-end guests of Mrs. Richards’
nd recorded In the Probate I I :
hard hit by the departure of many prostrations have been the order of Rockland.
Harold J Philbrook. Union Mrs. James D. Mortimer of Belfast the intention of remaining per
|of Knox County.
manently,
was
called
back
to
the
day
from
eating
them.
Alford
Lake
Camp
closed
WednesPan‘nts, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Mrs.
W.
K.
Whipple
of
Rockport,
of his friends from Vienna.
MAH ONEN- ELLIOTT
feet, returned Tuesday from Win« « • «
ER DALAND, late of Boston I
i
Ecuador,
South
America.
Young
Mrs.
Arthur
K.
Orne
of
Wilming

day
after
several
weeks
of
activities.
,
Genthner.
Particular
enthusiasm
was
shown
fcrop. Mass., where she visited
Miss Glenys Madeline Elliott and
usetts,
deceased.
ExempiiIt is estimated that rats destroy
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Robbins visit- ' Mr. and Mrs. John Johnanniso'.i
|p\ f Will and Probate thereof
tree weeks with Mrs. Alice Babb. ton, Del., Mrs. J. Donald Cough Bill, who is at the Banana River Oliver Henry Mahonen were mar for the Debussy number, which
lin, Mrs. Sherman Daniels. Mrs. Air Base in Florida has been pro ried last night. Elder Chester B. had at the harp in collaboration as much food every year as 200,000 ed Sunday at the home of Mr. and
r with a Petition for Probate
village visited Sunday with
ign Will, asking that the copv hev and Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine Donald Leach and Mrs. Ralph moted to lieutenant, junior grade.
farmers can produce and yet the Mis. Carroll Frost in Lincolnville. **aTry Creamer.
with
the
Quartet
Miss
Putnam
Staples
of
Pentecostal
Tabernacle
will may be allowed, filed and
is blind to this fact
_,
„. .
.
r
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl of
A case of canned goods
reading the single ring service. whose charm and grace as well as government
d In tlie Probate Court of h daughter, Muriel, of Brewer, Bangs.
Mr and Mrs. Richard Milliken of Broa(j Cove were visitors Sunday
and
make
no
provision for their
Miss
Virginia
Bowley
and
Miss
contributed
by
Theodore
Bird
was
,'ounty, and that letters Testa
l . iesU of Rev. and Mrs. A. G.
The ceremony took place at the distinctive talent had completely killing.
South
Walpole,
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
ftt
Charles Qeele>s
y
y issue to Elliot Daland of Hempstead, Monday.
wen by Mrs. Andrew McBurney of Dorothy Trask were guests Satur home of the bride’s parents, Mr. won her hearers in a previous con
• * ♦ *
Al
ce
Esancy
and
daughters
Evelyn
__<e
_____
ford. Pennsylvania,
and The
the Samoset hotel. Milk and cream day night at a ball in Bucksport, and Mrs. William H. Elliott, 13 cert. Gowned in a colorful print
National Bank of Boston
STONINGTON
Did you ever notice that the and Charlene Fsancy of South
lusetts, with bond.
< . Low returned to New York for the party was donated by given for the officers and students Hall street. The house where the Miss Putnam made a lovely pic really insignificant persons are the , China recently called cn Mrs. Elea
at
the
Maritime
Academy
at
(TE LILLIAN A. MCCARTER
ceremony was held was the one in ture seated at the harp. The num
week following a tPn weeks’ Round Top Farms.
Payson
"
*andJ Mrs. W. C. Well- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Weymouth
Cushing deceased. Petition ay at his cottage at Battery
Castine. Sunday they visited in which Maxine and Gertrude E.liott ber was magnificently played, ones most apt to sneer at others? nor
man.
' of Peabody are visiting Mary
They
may
have
a
cash
standing
I
tratlon asking that Prank
Miss Patricia Heiney of New Castine as guests of Miles Sawyer (Jessie and May Dermott, noted complete understanding existing but not a cultural standing.
lit of Thoma-toil. or some other leach.
Mrs.
Robert
Payson
is
spending
Turley.
York has been visiting her grand and Richard Spear, students from actresses, were born.
-mi. be appointed admin• * • *
between the harp and strings. In
the
week
in
Portland,
|
Pvt. Galen Billing is home on
without bond
Rockland
The bride wore white chiffon response to the insistent applause
|ui Herbert Leavitt of Portland parents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
My
thanks
goes
to
someone
for
Mrs.
Annie
Thorndike
of
Camden
fwlough.
LTE WILLIAM PETER WALSH,
over white satin, with white veil,
visiting her mother. Mrs. HeT- Pendexter for a few days.
Danse profane was repeated. a clipping that shows a person spent the pastweek with Miss | Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shapiro and
r r tcklaad. deceased. Petition
Mrs. Roger W Dow, who has Juliette style, and carried a bou theThe
I
. -rati,m asking that Joseph t: Hall, Summer street, for a
Brahms quintet was given a about my age and size talking to
' children are guests of Mrs. Phillip
Mr. and Mrs. H. Herbert been spending the Summer in Fort quet of talisman roses and sweet superb rendition. Mr. Wortreich, the editor of a “Daily Herald.” Frances Howard.
[of New Britain, Conn., or some leek.
Mrs.
Addie
Shepherd
of
Brooklyn,
Crockett.
I
ble person, be appointed
Smith.
Ark.,
arrived
Tuesday
1
and
peas.
Miss
Ruby
J.
Elliott,
sister
Parkin arrived Thursday night to
an artist-student with Mr. Aron thuswise: “Yes, I’ve written an N. Y., visited this week at the home ' Carolyn Billings is employed at
I
or. without bond.
is
visiting
her
mother,
Mrs
Addie
of
the
bride,
was
maid
of
honor.
I'.li
Paul
Maxwell
of
Auburn,
be
guests
of
Mrs.
Parkins
sister
off, playing extremely well. This other poem, and if you’lj give me
liTE ANNIE I. SIMMONS, late of
Stonington Yacht Basin.
R. Rogers, Spruce street. Corp. She wore pink chiffon ove® .satin exciting work bears many repeti a word that rhymes with Sevasto- of her nephew. H. A. Hart.
lid.
deceased.
Petition
for »i . has announed the engage- and brother-in-law. Mr. and1 Mrs.
Mrs.
David
Hemenway
and
Miss
i
Mr and Mrs winiam O'Brien
and
her
flowe-s
were
a
coronet
of
Dow
is
now
oh
maneuvers
at
Lees

1:
ol
tier
daughter,
Miss
Bette
R.
E.
Philbrick.
[stra-lon asking that Evelyn S
tions
before
all
its
gorgeous
color
pol.
I'm
sure
you'll
love
and
want
B
^
a
"MSrS;id"'a«ndM
'"the
h™
burned'’to "MdrSe "S"
sweet
peas
and
bouquet
of
talisman
of Rockland, or some other (axwell, to David Keating, son of
ville, La.
and
intricate
harmonies
can
be
my
P
so
n
called
‘
hnental
Ves^e"'"^^
Washington
campmeeting
Tuesday
following
a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
le pi non, be appointed admin- |lr and Mrs. Harry M. Keating.
roses. The bride was giv^n in
Mrs. Allard Pierce and Mrs. Wil
Ix. without bond
... „
T.
ano of Rockport. Samuel
- ------ - Carter.
_
fully appreciated and understood. my so-canea menial reserve io. with
marriage
by
her
father.
Wi.'liam
Miss
Hazel
Lane
Mrs.
Beatrice
M.
Chaples
and
High street, Lee. Mass. Miss liam Butler have returned from a
\tE FRED H SYLVESTER late
that word and do my best with
S. Mahonen, brother cf the bi’de- At the close of this number the thanks
Basil Brown of East Union has
,-d
Petition for [iaxwell attended Omaha Univfer- ten days’ visit with friends and Mrs. Luella M. Curry arq^ visiting
to the thoughtful cne.
Quartet
stepping
down
from
its
groom, was best man.
been with his grandfather, W. A.
Istratton asking that Abbie M
relatives in Boston this week.
• • • •
.y Omaha. Neb., and the Charles relatives in Hartford, Conn.
ler of Rockport, or some other toetarial school, Cambridge, Mass.
Guests were ushered by Miss usual custom gave two encores—
Someone has composed this ditty Mink, for two weeks.
le person, be appointed admin“Polka" by Shostakovich and
Georgia
Jackson
of
Rockland
and
Miss
Kathryn
Dean
is
visiting
in
Keating
is
a
graduate
of
Miss Marjorie Richardson’s Sun
with bond
thought: ,
Toiva Mahonen of South Thomas “Tijuca (Brazilian Tango) by forSing
a song synthetic,
GROSS NECK
UTE ALBERTIE L
GEORGE, Lr.i y College. Hartford, Conn., day School Class of the Methodist Portland as the guest of Miss ton.
Milhaud,
both
arrangements
by
Mrs. John Seavey of Rock
Camden, deceased.
Petition [r.d ii at present attending the U. Church held a lawn party Wed Anita Malstrom.
A
bag
full cf wry;
Mr.
and
Mrs. Lester Staples and
Mr
Jaffe
who
has
a
definite
flair
land
played
the
wedding
march.
cense to Mortgage certain real
Naval Academy at Annapolis,
Four and thirty dandelions
Those present,
children of Rockland spent the WHEN YOUR
situated In Camden and fully (Id. The wedding will take place nesday afternoon.
House decorations were of mixed for this art.
Eighteen
members
of
the
Cath

Baked in a pie
were Auerie Eaton, Donna Gard
[ed in said petition, presented
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. John
These concerts hr(xe been a
kpt. 8. in the chapel at the Na ner, Patricia Whitehil., Ruth Ma olic Women's Club entertained at flowers, with pink and white color
rnlnie G Kelly. Executrix
When
the
pie
was
opened
—
Simmons.
scheme.
rich contribution to the Summer
VTE AI.BERTIE L. GEORGE. si Academy. Mr. Keating is the honey, Joyce Tracy and a special Witham’s
Wednesday night in
What do you suppose?
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash of
Following
the
ceremony
a
recep

season,
and
it
is
earnestly
hoped
If Camden, deceased. Petition irandson of Mrs. Henry J. KeatOut came a tire
guest was Freddie Stoddard. Those honor of Mrs. Timothy O’Donnell, tion was held, refreshments being that a similar series may be pre
West Waldoboro were callers Mon
cense to Sell certain real estate
Mechanic street.
And a length cf rubber hose.
day at the home cf Ida Waltz.
unable to attend were Norene who is now making her home in served under the direction of Mrs. sented next Summer. Always a
[ i
C unden and fully de♦ ♦ ♦ •
Boston
Mrs.
O
’
Donnell
was
pre

in -aid petition, presented by
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs
Bartlett,
Rhea
Gardner,
James
Omer
Aube
of
South
Thomaston.
i» G. Kelley. Executrix.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s Koster,
An interesting fact has come to Melvin Genthner’s were Mrs.
sented a gift by club members. Mrs. The guest book was in charge of privilege to hear an ensemble of
Cynthia
Barbour
and
|XTE LUCY E. POOLE, late of
-:ond floor, 16 School street. Odd
Milton Weymouth guest of Mrs. Miss Jennie Elliott, sister of the such distinction as the Curtis light in this war. In England they Charles fealer of West Waldcbo o,
Haven, deceased
Petition for Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur Patricia Emery.
NEEDS FIXING
String Quartet, it is particularly have found that dried mutton when Mrs
O
Donnell was also entertained at bride.
Win
’hpnhaph
of M~s
the
to sell certain real estate
slowly
cooked
is
quite
as
good
to
i^llaee
Mr^.
Pear]
?
Delano
so
under
the
ideal
conditions
pro

Lais
and
Cloth
Coats
at
moderate
bd in North Haven and fully
Mr and Mrs. Toiva Johnson of this time.
A brief wedding trip will be vided at the Boat Barn—the inti
9tf
ped In said petition, presented pices.
Thomaston
were very pleasantly
taken, Mrs. Mahonen wearing or macy afforded by a small hall, the taste as the fresh meat. This' Charles Collamore and Mrs. Eva
itena M. Duncan of North Hahas been the greatest boon to ho- Collett of Friendship.
Mrs. Gwendolyn Myers (Gwen chid dress with white accessories.
surprised Aug. 18 when friends
[dmmlstratrlx.
perfect accoustics. and the deeply tels and restaurants when this | Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons of
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
dolyn
Rubenstein)
was
honored
\TE PETER PROCK of Rock
called
to
celebrate
their
silver
Mrs.
.
Mahonen
attended
the
■To Relieve MONTHLY------>
appreciative audiences The con dried product is so well received. Rath spent the past week at their ;
TEL. 721
Wednesday
night
at
a
20-place
din

I
i Account presented for aiwedding anniversary.
Refresh
Rockland schools and was em certs were presented under the
t-e by Milton M Griffin. Guar
• * * •
home here.
442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ments were served and the evening ner given by her aunt, Mrs. David ployed two years by the National auspices of The Chamber Music
Rudy Vallee has joined the Coast , Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Richards
was spent in dancing. . Mr. and Rubenstein at her home on Main Youth Administration. Mr. Maho Society, Inc., »whose personnel is Gua
IATE BARBARA E GRIFFIN of
”d as a bandmaster with thi !
——
Ind
Final Account presented
Mrs. Johnson were the recipients street. The honor guest is lea”- nen, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Elias as follows: Mrs. Mary Louise Cur rank of Chief Petty Officer.
I
'
.
.
ing
today
with
her
husband
for
)•
'
by S.irah S. Griffin,
S.
Mahonen
of
St.
George
road.
Women who suffer pain of irregular
of many nice gifts of silver, china,
tis
Bok,
Honorary
President;
Mrs.
Ian
periods with cranky nervousness—
'
their
new
home
in
Brookline,
Scuth Thcmaston, attended the
linen, money and a fernery. Mrs.
Teacher: “With two wars raging
due to monthly functional disturb
Arthur Hoyt Scott, president; Mrs.
|ATE MARY A AMES, late of
Johnson was presented a wrist Mass., concluding a two weeks’ South Thomaston schools. He is Samuel S. Fels, vice president; and the whole world arming as
ances— should try Lydia E. Plnkn de-.-cii.-ed
F'ir-t and tin.i!
honeymoon.
employed as a welder by the Bath
natn's Vegetable Compound to reI
Rented fcr allowance by
watch by her husband. Mr. and
never before, we hear a lot abcut
leve such distress. Made especially
E Ames, administrator.
Iron Works Corporation. For the Curtin Winsor, secretary; Mrs. Or Mars.
Mrs. Johnson have two daughters
James, who .was Mars?”
‘or women. Follow label directions.
lando
Cole,
treasurer.
Directors:
i
Misses
Evelyn
Gregg
and
Marion
present, the young couple will make
ATE SIDNEY O HURD, late of
—Mrs. Douglas Merrill of Rock
WORTH TRYING!
James:
“Oh. I know that one. He
CAMDEN
• PHONE
2519
Dr.
Francis
H.
Adler,
Mrs.
Mary
Thomaston, deceased.
First
land and Misis Dorothy Johnson of Speed of the Boothbay Playhouse their home with the bride’s Louise Curtis Bok. Mrs. John F. was secretary cf war in Jupiter’s
Inal account presented for alLYDIA
E.
PINKHAM’
S
i
cast,
were
recent
guests
of
Mr.
parents.
r® by Harvey D. Crowley, ExThomaston .and one son William
Bran, Mrs. Horace Bullock. Henry cabinet.”
NOW SHOWING—
» » * *
of Brunswick. The guests includ and Mrs. David Rubenstein.
S. Drinker, Mrs. Samuel S. Fels,
A
HUGE
SUCCESS
lATE U G. PEASE, late of Hope,
FIRST KNCX COUNTY SHOWING
ed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tabbutt,
Albert
Of
course,
there
may
have
been
led
First and Final Account
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Esslinger, who
The Memorial Library tea at Jacob. Gessel, P. Exton Guckes, another reason, but Sister, who has
and Elmer Harjula, Mr. and Mrs.
Ited for allowance by Ida E.
have been visiting Mrs. Esslinger’s “The Crags” was cne of the Dean George S. Koyl, Mrs. Her a job assembling Army tanks, wait
Executrix
Bert Merrill and daughter. Doro parents,
and Mrs. Edward C. charming successes that the Sum bert C. Morris, George P. Orr, ed supper the other night till her
JATE THJ*tE3A
H. MILLET,
thy, Arlene Nelson, Oliver Maho- Patterson,Mr. Lawrence
street, a mer season has grown to look for Mrs. Alice M. Pender, Mrs. Wal boy friend ceuld enno out in the
jof Rockland, deceased.
Final
O C K i. A M D
nen, Raymond Stein and Arthur
Int presented for allowance by
week,
returned
home
Thursday.
ward to. In spite of the difficulty ter fe. Rex, Jr., Mrs. Arthur Hoyt kitchen to open a bottle of olives.
A Motion Picture Made For
Andersen, Dorothy Johnson, Mal
IF < jshman. Executor.
Scott, Mrs. Walter IWolf. — by
AlUY/j.
* • • *
in
transportation
there
were
many
colm
Jackson
and
Mrs.
Annie
Mer

IATE CORA E. CUSHMAN, late
STAMPS
Kenneth Mignault of Center from distances that marked the Gladys S. Heistad.
Delegate Anthony J. Diamond, of
Laughs.. .Thrills.. .Cheers!
piendshlp. deceased
First and
rill of Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs.
street,
is
visiting
this
week
at
the
Alaska,
termed
as
"scandalous"
to

Account presented for all) Walluring
urge
that
these
events
TONIGHT
IS
Matti Hill of St. George. Mrs. home of hi9 uncle, E. W. Oxton,
Iby Leslie D Cushman, Adnilnday the transportation to the terri
justify. Flowers of beauty from
NORTH HAVEN •
pr
Ruth Dennett, Mrs. Helen Merrill, Braintree, Mass.
Mrs.
Aldrich
’
s
garden
were
most
Late ffrnando s philbrick
Mrs. Ethel Lyddie and Edna Ranta
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Patrick of tory of large quantities cf liguor
artistically
shown.
National
colors
of Rockland, deceased. Second
of
Rockland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wil

Portland
were week-end guests oi while food and other war neces
TONIGHT GRAND I’RIZE
Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, Mrs. Lou for the tea table were blended
' iial Account presented for
saries were left lying at the
liam
Johnson
of
Brunswick
and
Mrs. F. W. Brown.
| nee
by
Ralph
P.
Conant
Rankin, Mrs. Dorothy Smalley, Mrs. wi'h exquisite effect.
docks. A recent report which had
re
Mrs.
William
Duley
of
Bath.
Mrs.
H.
T.
Crockett
spent
last
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Katharyn St. Clair and Mrs. Gladys
ccme to his attention, he told a
•Not least in the “flcral beauty”
[ATE ENOCH I CCOK. Iat,
:
Orff of Rockland, were luncheon were the two active grandsons of Fiidav w’ith her daughter, Mrs reporter, showed that requests had
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
It's
Harbor.
deceased.
Fir-'
guests of Mrs. Adelle Bird, at her the host and hostess. The silver- Arthur Emerson.
Fine'
cunt rre«ented for al
Mrs. Meredith Trefry of New Ha been made for allotment of space
Ice by Ella C. Davis, Executrix
home in Union, Friday.
dish was well filled and the library ven, Conn., and Pvt. Calvin B to carry sixteen tons of freight on
lATB J. E KINNEY, late of St.
was greatly pleased Vin^ of Fort Monroe, Va., were one vessel and space for only one
I
deceased Pint and Final ac' Miss Helen W. Fuller has re committee
*«
ROCKLAND
with
the
response
of guests in recent over-night guests of their and a half tens was grant’d
nre-ented for allowance W
turned to Boston after a month their generous interest
whereas the same ship carried
E Caddy, administratrix.
"spent at the Bowler apartment Tenant’s Harbor Library. in the sister, Mrs. Ronald Gillis.
beer and wine valued at $69,CC0.
[ATE IICRENCE S. ATKl'-<
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Milton
G.
Perry
TODAY AND SATURDAY * house. Owl’s Head road, with her
« * # •
[ : W) • Hartford, Conn., deK S. F.
and daughters, returned Saturday
Flrst and Final account pre
delightful young Spanish charges,
An
electrical
device has been de
to their home in Trenton, N. J.
fer allowance by The Taveler’s
Peter,
Bobby
and
Ameleo.
Miss
veloped
which,
in tests, separated
and Trust Company of Hart
Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Crccket’
Harold C. Haskell of Wilmington,
Fuller is governess to these chil
the components of the ores, so that
[Connecticut, Executor.
Wollaston,
Mass.,
are
in
town,
of
dren and has enjoyed with them Dela., is at Pleasant Beach spend
SPY SMASHER NO. 8
starting with a lean sand, contain
[ATE WILLIAM F WOOD, late of
NEWS
CARTOON
le ■, , ed
First and Final
the beauty of Maine in the Summer. ing his annual vacation, which al called by the death of their sister- ing
percent of tin ore, it pro
in-law,
M
ts
.
Herman
Crockett.
it presented for allowance by
ways finds him at that beautiful
duced
a
sand containing 70 percent
' B Wood, administrator.
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Ernest Brown and George Brown
Miss Elizabeth S. Hager of Grace resort. Thursday Mr. Haskell, who
tin ore.
fATE M ELLA COPELAND late
went
Monday
to
Gardiner,
to
at

• • • •
street, was hostess to the Rockland is president of the Wilmington Ro
i. maston. decea-ed
First and
Junior Women’s club at an out tary Club, was a guest of the Rcck tend a welding school.
How
many
persons
jump to an
Account presented for allcwMrs. William Marshall and fam
jv Leila W Smalley. Executrix
door picnic Wednesday night. Those land club and again had the pleas
swer
questions
and
know
not ex
[ATE MAUDE E PEASLEE. late
present were Mrs. Walter H. Bar ure of meeting the D strict Gover ily of Washington, D. C., are guests actly what question they a-e really
rn,.haven deceised
First and
of
her
sister,
Mts.
Elmer
Crockett.
stow. Mrs. Rex Garrett, Mrs. Len nor, at whose election in Quebec he
trying to answer. In this age cf
Account presented for allowdon C. Jackson. Jr„ Miss Dorothy was .present.
[bv Le in w Sanborn. Executor.
slogans and suspicious tales, philo
Courier-Gazette
Want
Ads
Work
Lawry. Miss Mildred Sweeney, Mrs
[ate MAUDE E. PEASLEE late
sophic prcblems are reallv nrobEdward Small presenii
Wondersl
Ii. 1 taven deceased
Petition fcr
Alex Vardavoulis, Mrs. Nelson Glid
’ems that require much intelligi
Mrs.
Elmer
Smith
of
Lynnfield.
rmatlon of Trustee, asking th*‘
den. Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin, Miss Mass., is visiting Mrs. E. M. Benner
bility as well as facts.
‘ W Sanborn of Vinalhaven. be
• • • •
Dorinda Coughlin, Miss Anna and Mrs. L. W. Benner.
Imed as Trustee of the eatate
I In Trust for the benefit of
Coughlin, Mrs. Howard Crockett,
Why
no
songs
heard on the
,n
HD Smith and We-ton Smith of
Miss Marguerite deRochemont, Mrs.
Burdell
’
s
Dress
Shop
streets
today
with
a
war tang about
[line Mass . presented by Leon
Mrs. Frank D. Lamb of Limerock
Richard Stoddard. Mrs. Samuel
them?
inborn, executor.
street
observes
her
87th
birthday
• • • •
Dow, Mrs. Forest Stone, Miss Bar
LATE LUCY A. VENNER. late of
bara Blaisdell, Mrs. Paul Merriam Sunday.
WILLIAM GAPGaN ■ GUY KlBBEE
last n. deceased. Petition I®*
The g-acious Queen Mary greets
: x d b net a., with bonMrs. Charles Merritt and Miss
DICKIE MOOfEE □-<( PLGOY
the soldiers with her blessings and
CLEARANCE SALE
|hy A J ties of Rockland or some
Charlotte Roberts of Bangor.
t Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
encouragement. She is still great
ible person, be appoint®**
I stratrlx d b n
with bond
ly beloved by the English. She
Mrs. Ogarita Rose Rugg of Port
CARTOON
also encourages and praises the
(ATE I INCOLN H. YOUNG.
NEWS
land has been visiting this week
rkporv deceised
Petition JO*
American soldiers.
TODAY AND TOMORROW
* • • •
-tration db.n. rsklng thaL
with her mother, Mrs. Eugene Rose
L Young of Rockland, or some
STARTS SUNDAY
and
sister,
Mrs.
Damle
Qardner,
Gold
to
the
amount of 2 379 030£
suitable person, be appointed
The
Union street.
stritrit d b n with bond
“MRS. MINIVER”
belonging to the Bank of England
JaTE EMMA L. SHAW, late of
has just been recovered on the
See Other Ad In This Issue
JOHN
with
RUTH
BOOTHBAY
|and
deceased.
Petition
**
Buy War Savings Bonds anc. Stamps
coast
of New Zealand by divers.
'ration asking that Louise
• • * •
CARROLL-HUSSEY
Friday, Saturday, Monday
[ham. of Rcckland. cr som®
suitable person, be appoint®
PLAYHOUSE
Jade has been called the leaf and
ilstratrlx. without bond.
bruce CABOT
flower of all stonfe. Jade survives
[ATE NELLIE E. BEAN, late cf
in green and in white thousands
Phil
BROWN
•
Reginald
OWEN
Sherwood
Keith
last on. deceased
Petition
of
years. Once there was found
SPECIAL!
Henry
TRAVERS
•
Evelyn
ANKERS
|
' ' k,'T certain real estate
Balance of Summer Stock
„ Presents
enough jade to make into t”ees for
ted in Thomaston, and fully
Directed
by
|d in -aid petition, and f°r
the temples. Jade is easy to carve
CEORCE B. SEITZ
liu.-.s regarding proceeds ther^»
and beautiful always.
I
Produced by
WHILE THEY LAST
“
Reporters
Know
£
pr-sented by Fred Burnham 01
Seduced
• • * *
EDGAR SELWYN
SUNDAY AND MONDAY. 2 DAYS ONLY 2
fa-' ii. Trustee.
At
a
benefit
auction in Wales to
[ATE MARY N THURSTON.
The Greatest Manhunt to Ever Sweep the Screen!
NEWS
CARTOON
Jockport, deceased.
Petition •
help the Red Cro*s, a lemon sold
Everything"
to
|e to sell certain real estate sitMEN OF THE SKY
at auction for $132. Now that is
LESLIE
LAURENCE
RAYMOND
in Rockport and fully de
what one should be tempted to call
|!d petition, presented by Maynar
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
MASSEY
HOWARD
OLIVIER
A Farce-Comedy by
pgraham of Rockport, admit'*
a full flavor lemonade.
Ll
LU
BELLE
and
SCOTTY
•
4
•
•
eta
$3.00 and $5.00
PETER MacDONALD
JEAN PARKER
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
Ine-. HARRY E. WILBUR ^sIf age stares me in the face
in
Curtain at 8.30
| Judge of Probate Court *
I stare right back with a pose
“THE
INVADERS”
"HI NEIGHBORS"
County, Rockland. Maine.
16
SCHOOL
ST.,
ROCKLAND
371 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
50c, 75c, $1.00, plus tax
For
I.
in
unladylike
grace
Best;
"LADY GANGSTER”
WILLIS R. VTN^Ver
Merely turn up my nose.
•
Re*Tf f.r,
with JULIE BISHOP

Social Matters

CALL on US

RADIO

IFEMALE PAIN

NEWOKIOEN'THEATRE

| Country Store Night

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

PltKKEor
r-npUMS

DRESSES

VASES FOR GLADIOLI *1.25
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With extension agents
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN

. Rand Smith, who has been guest
SERMONETTE
I soloist during the Snmmer. will
FARM BUREAU
sing at both morning and evening
Young Pastor Called
services. This will be Mr. Smith's
last Sunday with the First Baptist
Events move rapidly among
the Baptists this Summer. For i Church for this Summer. The
Happy Prayer and Praise meeting
Peaches were canned using a small Simpson, Lincoln County Fair 4-H seme months now the Court
Agricultural Notes
will be held at 7.30 Tuesday.
Street
Baptist
Church
at
Au

Farmers in the county who have amount of sugar. Both fruits and Booth, Damariscotta, Maine.
• tee
burn
has
been
without
a
per

ladino clover in their pastures have^ tomatoes which are acid are proa community Field Day will be
‘
At
the
United
Episcopal Parish
This stately
found that it has produced lots of cessed in the boiling water bath. heid at the Camden Snow Bowl to- manent pastor.
t of SS. Peter, Jchn and George,
brick
church,
next
the
Court
Directions
and
literature
for
cand
a
y
for
the
nearby
communities
feed thus Summer. Wilmot Dow,
; Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
superintendent of the Prison Farm ning other products and for dry- All beys and girls of club age (10 House, represents in its con I will be: St. Peter’s (Rockland) the
gregation
the
union
of
Free
ing
and
salting
fruits
and
vegeor
ever)
whether
members
or
not
at South Warren, reports the field
thirteenth Sunday after Trinity:
and parents are cordially invited. Baptists and the original mem
of ladino that they seeded this tables were also given.
1
Matins
at 8.30; Parish Eucharist
bers.
In Walpole, Aug. 22, the hcme The pregram will begin at 10 30 In
year is showing up very well. The
,
and
sermon
at 9 a. m.; Compline
This Ccurt Street Baptist
farm is now busy picking vege demonstration agent gave a dem- the morning. Those planning to
;
at
7.30'
Daily
Mass except Monday
Church
is.much
stronger
than
tables for canning at the prison onstration on canning, drying, and attend should bring their own
and Saturday. St. John's (Thom
Merle Hilbum, of the Experiment salting, of fruits and vegetables, lunches—het degs and pop will be is realized by its own member
aston), Pettish Eucharist and serStation is in the district this week She stressed the importance of pre- on sale. Running races, three-leg- ship. Its greatest need is to
man at 1045. St. George’s, Long
to bud the Virginia Crab and Hll- serving as much food as possible ged races, sack races and swim- ; work unitedly and wholeheart
Cove.
Vespers and sermon at
ming will be part of the pregram. edly for its own upbuilding. It
burnal trees which are being car at home this season.
4 p. m.
ried by County Agent Wentworth Sixty-three canning demonstra- Ribbons will be awarded to first has been, in the past, cne of the
• • • •
as a demonstration plot. The trees tions have been given to date in j and second place winners in all strong pulpits of Maine. Dr.
The
concluding
service of the
are budded on the limbs so that Knox and Lincoln counties by the | races.
Fred M. Preble, beloved in Knox
Summer under Charles H. Ellis will
the main tree will be the crigina home demonstration agent and the | Knox and Lincoln members may County while he was pastor in
stock. A great deal of this work emergency agents. Mrs. Helen Dana rsend exhibits to Windsor Fair. Camden, held a high place in be held at 3 o’clock Sunday at Hol
man Memorial Chapel. Ingraham
They must not arrive later than its history. I cherish a volume
Is being done in the State and it and Mrs. Loana Shibles.
Charlotte
Cleaves,
Extension Sept. 3. Address exhibits to Helen- cf his sermons written while Hill. A violin solo by Miss ShirIs expected that the Virginia Cr?
stock will soon be available If Clothing Specialist, will be in grace Lancaster, % Postmaster, he was pastor in the Auburn lene McKinney will be the special
music feature, accompanied by
small lots. The Virginia Crab is charge of the training class on Slip Windsorville, Maine.
Church.
The Hope’s Happy boys of Hope
very hardy and grows very well Covers for chairs which is to be
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald Mrs. Raymond Pendleton. “Christ
held in the North Edgecomb school went on a picnic at Megunticook came to. the First Church,
Crucified” will be the theme of the
under Maine conditions.
Pouitrymen report a very good house today. The clothing leaders Lake, Friday, Aug. 21, with their Rockland, from there. During
message.
• ♦ • •
lot of pullets to house although who will attend are: Mrs. Mary leader, Mrs. Bessie Hardy. They the past week, Rev. Francis W.
the season has been cold and wet. Huewell, Aina; Mrs. Margaret Boyd. enjoyed games and swimming.
At
the
Congregational
Church
O'Brien. D.D., has served as in
The egg price is quite satisfactory Boothbay; Mrs. Mattle Tibbetts. The Rockland Jolly Highlanders terim pastor. No finer choice
Sunday the service of worship is at
although grain has gone up along Mrs. Thelma Carter, Mrs. Wintie entertained their mothers at sup could have been made. He has
10.30, sermon by Rev. John Harold
with eggs. In order to show a Russell, and Mrs. Lola Brackett. per, Aug. 17. The girls planned held the church to its high
Gould, m nister of the Community
profit culling still must be followed. Bristol; Mrs. Marguerite Lessner, and prepared the-meal as follows: ideals during the waiting in
Congregational Church, Lynnfield,
In connection with the Agricul Damariscotta; Mrs. Arzetta Poole, Meat loaf, Margaret Huntley; po terval. Dr. O’Brien is rightly
Mass.
tural Conservation program for Edgecomb; and Mrs. Elizabeth Ha tato salad, Evelyn Clark; molded
1943. lime, superphosphate and 0- thorne. Montsweag. These leaders vegetable salad, Lorraine and loved by the Baptists of Maine.
Now the Church has reached
14-14 are available to farmers. will receive training so that they Katherine Curry; Parker house
These materials can be used only can conduct this meeting in their rolls, Gwendolyn Dean; 4-H clover far to the Eastward and from
leaf rolls, Elizabeth Sawyer; choco the Second Church, Calais, has
on new seedlings, orchards and own communities in the Fall.
pasture land.
Pasture includes Cheese making is the subject of late pudding and whipped cream, summoned a- young minister
poultry range. The superphosphate the meeting which the home dem Mary and Margaret Sawyer; choco back into Western Maine to be
and 0-14-14 may also be used onstration agent will hold with the late cake, Dorothy Harden, bever come its pastor. Rev. Ellis J.
Holt will find a field well cul
age, Beverly Rogers.
on good stands of alfalfa and Sheepscot Farm Bureau Sept. 2.
Local contests will be called Vic tivated and made alert through
ladino clover.
4-H Club Notes
tory Exhibitions this year. The the kindly ministration of Dr.
GUARDIANS
With The Ilnmcs
All Lincoln County 4-H members program will center around 4-H OBrien. He comes in October
A canning demonstration was are urged to send exhibits to the members’ contributions to the war
and will find' eager members
OF OUR COAST
held at the Redman’s Hall in South Damariscotta Fair Sept. 1 and 2. effort. The club agent hopes to to welcome and work with him.
Bristol, Aug. 18 with 16 ladies pres- ! Canning and gardens will be em- be able to have a set of colored
Ellis J. Holt thus reaches an
ent. Lucinda Rich, home demon- [ phasized in the booth this year, slides to show at the meetings important milestone in his al
PORTLAND HEAD
stration agent, canned swiss chard All members sending a standard which will show work being done ready successful ministry. West
Mrs. Clyde Grant and children
greens using tlie hot pack method requirement exhibit will be eligible by members in this county and ern Maine welcomes this young
have returned to Portland Head
and the pressure cooker for pro- i to win cash premiums. Exhibits other parts of the State. The first man back into this section
after a few days as guests of Mrs.
cessing. This method is recom- ! must arrive by 11 Tuesday, Sept. 1. contest will be* Scot. 16 with the where he served before going
Ronald Small, Cape Elizabeth.
mended for all non-acid vegetabies. .They must be sent by mail to Anna West Rockport clubs.
to Calais. Court Street is set
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and Mrs. F.
and ready to go.
O. Hilt were on a shopping trip
William A. Holman
Tire Certificates
Thursday in South Portland.

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

The Wedding Anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Walker was
celebrated Wednesday at the home
of their daughter and son-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel C. McDon
ald, Portland. Supper was served
in the yard and games were played
in the evening. In the party were
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling. Jr.,
the Sterlings from Portland Head,
the crowd from E. J. Harmon Co.
Florists, Congress street. Mrs. F. O
Hilt and as special guest, W. R.
Hilt. Mr. and Mrs. Walker were
presented a gift.
Clyde V. Grant, U.S.CG. spent
the week-end with his family at
the home of F. O. Hilt.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling entertained
last Friday Mrs. Robert Sterling
Jr., daughter Ann, Mrs. George
Pollock and son Douglas at lunch.
They were joined by Robert Ster
ling Jr. and the Sterlings enter
tained the crowd at a beefsteak
dinner at the station in the eve
ning honoring Willard R. Hilt, who
received gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port
land and Arthur Harlow of South
Portland joined the crowd at the
station Sunday night for the usual
picnic.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was guest
Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlees
Sterling,
Torrington
Point, Peak’s Island.
The Dows entertained at their
home in Portland Saturday night
for Willard R. Hilt. In the party
were Mrs. R. T. Sterling, Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Grant, daughters Pa
tricia and Earlene, the Hitts of
Portland Head, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert Sterling Jr., Mrs. Richard Dow
and William M. Dow. Gifts were
presented to W. R. Hilt.
1

War Price and Rationing Board
Sunday at the Littlefield Me
7-1, announces that the following morial Baptist Church, Charles
By Margaret Chase 8mith
certificates have been issued for the Ellis will be the guest speaker at
10.30 and again at 7.15. Special
week ending Aug. 22.
music will be provided. Sunday
Washington, Aug. 22—While the Class A tires were the same for
New Truck, Bus and Passenger Car School is at 11.45 with classes for
O_P A rubber officials told me that each month—289. Class B tires 114
Tires
all ages. A lively young people’s
District ration officials may ask the for July and 418 for August. Re
L.
O.
Gross,
Camden.
caps. 2,746 for July and 3,030 for
meeting opens at 6 O’clock. Mid
State Director for more tires, and August. Tubes 1,601 for July and
Sherwood S. Upham, Rockland,
week prayer and praise service
the State Director may apply to 1,996 for August.
ILloyd E. Clark, Rockland.
Tuesday night at 7.30.
the National Rationing Authorities, Class A tires, O.P.A. told me, can
Philip G. Rowling, Rockland.
* * * *
I was told early this month that only be distributed to those indi
Raymond E. Ludwig, Hope.
Sunday service at the Congre
the national supply is so low that viduals who can qualify at List A
Harold P. Snowman, Rockland.
gational Church will be at 10.30,
States are not apt to get any more eligibles,
U.
&
G.
Motor
Express,
Rock

which includes ambu
preacher, Rev. John Harold Gould,
than quotas.
fire fight equipment, doc land.
minister of Community Church,
I was given figures of quotas al lances,
Albert T. Thurston, Rcckland.
tors,
and others essential to the
Lynnfield, Mass., subject, “Build
lotted to Maine in August and July. National welfare. On recaps this
George Scott, Rcckland.
B. & R. Transportation Co., ing On the Old Foundations—The
same list of A eligibles has first
Challenge Of the Past to the
call ever I ist B applicants. The Rockland.
Future.
”
Snow
Shpyards,
Inc.,
Rockland.
l ist B quota of tires is for quali
• • * *
Samuel S. Archer, Jr., Spruce
fied war workers who are eligible
“Christ Jesus” is the subject of
under an amendment which sets up Head.
the Lesson-Sermon that will be
James Carswell, Jr., Camden.
procedure for establishing eligibil
read in all churches of Christ,
ity. Under* this procedure any em
Grade B—Passenger Car Tires
Scientist, on Aug. 30. The Golden
ploye of an establishment essential
Carleton Reed, Camden.
Text is: “The law was given by
to the war effort which employs
JUNIOR COLLEGE
Kenneth Ryder, Camaen.
Moses, but grace and truth came
more than one hundred workers,
Charles Rhodes, Jr., Rockport.
by Jesus Christ” (John 1:17).
may come to his local price and
Leland F. Hawkins, Rockport.
Among the citations from the
rationing board. He must bring a
AND PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Bible
is the following passage:
statement from a committee of his
Retreads—Truck, Bus and
• LI URAL ARTS
“And Jesus went about all the
own plant saying he needs tires
Passenger Car
• BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
and has agreed to make maximum
cities and villages, teaching in
Waldemar L. Christianson, Wash their
• GENERAL SECRETARIAL
use
of
them
by
hauling
other
em

synagogues, and preaching
• MEDICAL SECRETARIAL
ployes of the plant to and from ington.
the gospel of the kingdom, and
• PRE-NURSING
Erwin
F.
Chase,
Rockland.
work.
healing every sickness and every
• JOURNALISM
George A. Thurston, Rockland.
The Committee in the plant must
• ACCOUNTING
disease
among the people.” (Mat
William H. Ring, Rockland.
• SOCIAL SCIENCE
follow rules before giving the em
thews
9:35).
William A. Robbins, Rockland.
• GENERAL
• • • •
ploye the statement. The appli
• SPECIAL
Leonard E. Riggs, Rockland.
cant
for
a
tire purchase certificate
At
Pratt
Memorial Methodist
This long-established school offers two
Harland Hurd. Rockland.
must not.be a temporary or transi
Church,
Alfred
Hempstead, min
years of college work in addition to ac
James L. Patterson, Tenants Har ister: Sunday G.
credited oreparatory courses. The Liberal
ent worker; must show he has no
services
will be, at
Arts coufse is coeducational. For young
other available means of transpor bor.
9.45 a. m., church school, and 10.45
men there is excellent instruction in Busi
Chester
R.
Wallace,
Warren.
tation; that he would spend more
ness Administration. And in the modem
morning worship with sermon by
Fred P. Marshall. Rockport.
general and medical secretarial programs
than an hour going to and from
the
pastor.
i
young women receive training of the nighEverett E. Conary, Rockland.
• • • •
’
work by other means of transpor
est calibre. Guidance based on interest,
tation. That he lives at least two
ability, aptitude tests. Young people
The guest speaker at the First
trained to accept responsibility. Dramatics.
miles from the place where he
To fit out the WAAC with all the Baptist Church on Sunday will be
Outing Club. Many sport*. Endowment
works. That he regularly carries clothes she requires, the army Dr. Harry A. Leach of Hacken
permits well-rounded education and good
with him at least three other work-j takes 41 minutes, or about what sack. N. J. The morning worship
living accommodations at $575 rate.
Founded 1824. For catalog, write:
ers at the plant, or at least as many She used to spend in deciding to will begin at 10.30. The Church
A dime out of ovory
WILLIAM WARREN DUNN. President
as his car will carry, or as he can ' try one more store.
School, with a class for every ageBex 54 , Kents Hill, Maine
dollar wo oom
get in his vicinity.
I
_______ .
I have had several letters from' Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work group, will meet at noon. The
Christian' Endeavor Society will
IS OUR QUOTA
war plant workers who have been Wn_d_r-.
meet
at 6 o’clock. At the same
unable to get -tires, even though _____ _________________________
hour the Berean Society will meet
for VICTORY wMi
qualified, because the supply has
run out.
a salute is . to be fired, this is not for its Inspirational service. The
war bonds
Several constituents having asked; a problem. At the cemetery such evening service will begin at 7.15
with
an
inspiring
song
service.
a
guard
would
remain
covered
me about milhary procedure in
churches and at funerals, I asked
Service men attending military
Gen. J. A. Ulio, Adjutant General. funerals as individuals and not as
He says there is no printed a member of a military formation
i pamphlet on the subject and that I stand at attention, should remove
Individuals generally follow the their hats during the services and
social customs proper in civil life, while the casket is being lowered
However, there are a few excep- into the grave. This is proper
tions.
whether they are In civilian
When an officer or enlisted man clothes or uniform. If the weather
• is armed and a member of the is cold or inclement, it is permis' guard accompanying the Colors, he sible for the hat. to remain on the
does not remove his head-dress on head but the hand salute is given
entering a church. Since it is not, when the casket is being moved by
IT'S EASY, MRS. AMES, WITH THE
, customary for members of a firing j the casket bearers and during the
A
squad to enter the church in con-!firing of volleys and the sounding
NEW ’UnecoaL' CONVERSION
nection with military funerals when of taps.

KENTS HILL

DON’T MISS

u.s.

ISSUED
TUESDAY

Only ROCKLAND

EQUIPMENT! AND YOU GET THE

GHOST I’LtYE

A SCHOOL YEaV CANNOT BE RE-LIVED. DON’T WASTE IT.

Their love must wait. There

IT PAYS TO LOOK INYO THE ADVANTAGES OF A

is work to be done, and be

PRIVATE SCHOOL

fore it is finished Alan Slade

z

and Lynn Morlock fly their
way into the midst of an in
ternational plot. Love, sacri

fice and high adventure pack
to the last page this new novel

of the north country—

By Arthur Stringer
i

• Oobum offers competent instruction, advanced methods,
studious traditions, close and friendly supervision. • a spe
cial double-French course satisfies college entrance requirements
in only one year.
• Mathematics and physics follow military and aviation
pre-training outlines. • Colby’s education department uses
our classes as demonstrations of modern teaching methods.
• Graduates of last June have been admitted to Harvard, Col
gate, Michigan. Massachusetts State. Boston University, Uni
versity of New Hampshire, Bates. Bowdoin, Colby, University of
Maine, and other colleges. • Make new friends! Students
from 44 towns and cities in four States were drawn to Coburn
last year. • Athletics, social and other extra-curricular activi
ties. • Send for free booklet.

COBURN CLASSICAL INSTITUTE
SERIALLY IN THIS PAPER
7^"

HUGH A. SMITH, Principal.
•»,

T

WATERVILLE, MAINE
78,80,82,84

.

Merchandise

CLEARANCE!
I
The season’s smartest dresses, sportswear, beach wear and play clothes .
from all 32 BELL SHOPS throughout New England .

.

concentrated in this

.

remarkable___ but BELL carries no merchandise over from season to season!

Prices cut to the quick!

Tremendous

Come by bus, by

savings guaranteed!

train, on foot or horseback—but come! ALL SALES FINAL! NO MAIL or PHONE
ORDERS!

... FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY ...
SPORTSWEAR

BLOUSES
72 sheer blouses, dressy and]

Our Last and Final

75—long

sleeve

MARKDOWN

now 69c

sweat-shirt,

Originally $1.29—

cardigans.

tailored—originally $1.29—

now 69c

—ON—
37

15—denim overalls. Regular
$1.99—

blouses— ’

peasant-style

originally $1.29—

A

’

DRESSES

now 69c

skin and twill fabrics.

SKIRTS
96 — Printed

Orig

inally $2.99—

“RHUMBA"

skirts in colorful spun rayon

OAO drcsses
*n
•zUO seersuckers,

prints—originally $1.29—

brays, sheers, one-piece and

PHONE 72

—
SOiO

Inmates Show Wal
triotism By Contf
To Band
Fourteen inmates a
State Prison donate
the Knox County
Thursday afternoon,
old Jameson was in ch^
was assisted by Dr. Fit
bell, prison physician
Those in attendant
Mildred Chandler, ope
supervisor; Mrs Franci
laboratory technlcia
Chipman, student laboi
nician, and Mrs. Eth<
chairman of the Bh
Committee.
It is planned to hat

$100
For the ret

now $1.00

cottons,

c ham-

BEACHWEAR

two-piece—Not every style In

now 69c

Blood From

now $1.00
20—slacks in beautiful shark

every size.
61—2- and 3-picee play suits

41—gay

“JUKE”

skirts

Values up to $2.99

in

washable fabrics —originally

$41 .00

$1.59—

in vivid prints in spun rayon

Originally sold

and cottons.

at $2.99—

SM

Now

now 69c

now $1.00

This is “Bobby

rayon,

48—play suits—two and three-

sharkskin, cotton prints, in

piece styles in linene and spun

147—skirts

in

spun

cluding

jumpers,

dirndls,

jukes — originally

rayon.

pinafores,

$1.99—

now $1.00

QC’7 two-piece linene an 1
seersucker suits, plaids
shantung, gingham, better
chambrays, California sheers.

Values up to $4.99

“Bobby” is a v.
ears. Is gentle; a y

ED’
TELEPHON

18—shorts in gabardine and
luana fabrics.
Originally
$2.00—

now $1.00

.00

54—bathing suits—lastex and

Values to $3.99—

now $2.00

BATHING SUITS'

suits—solid

cotton dressmaker styles. Val

34—slack

ues to $2.99—

colors in gabardine and luana
cloth. Originally $3.99—

pastel

now $1.00

now
suits—lastex and
whipcord in one and two-

$2.00

87—swim

piece styles.

Values to $4.99—

now $2.00

67—tailored

208

Included in this lot
are higher priced

GLOVES

suits

Originally $4.99-85.99—

now $3.00

Values up to $8.99

$

Sold originally for 59c and

Now

.00

32 SUMMER 2-PIECE

SUITS

now 19c

Originally $1.00—

now 44c

in

luana cloth.

dresses and suits, our famous

312 pairs summer meshes,
pinpoint, some with kid trim.

79c—

slack

gabardine and

classic “Debby-Lou” two-pleee
luana; also jerseys.

$6.00

We adverl

make—and we

ALSO OUR FINAL ^ARKDOWN ON SUMMER

The publi
ed the supply aj

COATS *6 00

Summer Fresh
of some dealer j

Values to $1939

We expre

FIRST QUALITY

SHEER
RAYONS
Regular $1.00 value

tf*

unsung heroes

of their time |

slip-ons.

ROCKLAND FUEL CO.

of its sixteen

It’s the season’s craziest sale—values you’ve hardly a right to expect, they’re so

rayon, cadet styles and classic

• Thousands of home owners are taking
advantage of the new ‘blue coal’ Conver
sion Equipment to change from oil to coal.
They’ll be sure of cleaner, healthier heat
next Winter, and real money savings, too!
What’smore, they’ll have even better auto
matic temperature control than they had
with oil. See your local ‘blue coal* Dealer
about changing over to ‘blue coal* now.

This issue c|

stitutions, mJ
praise of the id

263 pairs chamolsette, novelty

controls famoc. from upstairs

.^Waitiltf

at ROCKLAND’S BELL SHOPS only!

amazing final and absolute clearance sale

AUTOMATIC HEAT CONTROll

'UnecoaTHEAT REGULATOR

KNOX COUl

Spring and Summer

SAME CONVENIENT

EVERY YEAR OF SCHOOL COUNTS!

Established Jam

**

Z

CHANGING TO‘blue coal

The

Gets All the “Breaks”

in BELL SHOPS

LOOKS LIKE A FUEL OIL SHORTAGE

...ITH

AND

FRIDAY

acce

tell SI

77c pair
378 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

23 TILLSON 0

